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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION

In the Matter of
Nort Texas

Docket No. 9312

Specialty Physicians

a corporation.

NORTH TEXAS SPECIATY PHYSICIAS' SEPARATE STATEMENT
OF MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE

Pursuant to Rule of Practice 3. 24(a), Respondent North Texas Specialty Physicians
submits the following statement of material facts as to which there is no genuine issue:
Complaint Counsel alleges that NTSP has parcipated in collusion among its

paricipating physicians in the "Fort Wort area " which the Complaint defines as "the DallasFort Wort

metropolitan area,

mostly Fort Worth and the ' Mid Cities. ",1

NTSP is involved in both risk contracts and non-risk contracts.
The Complaint alleges that ' 'NTSP periodically polls its paricipating

physicians

to estimate at what rate levels a majority of the physicians , including those on its risk-capitation

panel (the "Risk Panel"), wi1likely be interested in non-risk contracts.
NTSP calculates the mean , median, and mode of the Risk Panel physicians ' poll

responses separately for HMO and for PPO tyes of offers.

Complaint 1 5. A copy of the Complaint is attched as Exhbit 1.

Id.

1 14.

1 17 (''NSP periodically polls its paricipating physician , askig each to disclose the mium
tyically stated in term of a percentage ofRBRVS , that he or she would accept in retu for the provision of
medical servces pursuant to an NTSP-payor agreement."
See id.

See id.

fee

1 17; Deposition of Karen Van Wagner, November 19 , 2003 , at 16- 19. Copies of the relevant

excerpts from ths deposition are attched as

Exhbit 2.

; Deposition of Tom Deas , M. , Januar
2004 , at 37-38; Deposition of Jack McCallum, M. , at 121-22 & 124; Deposition of Ira Hollander, M. , at 2728; Deposition of Har Rosenthal , Jr. , M. D. ("Rosenthal Deposition ), at 25. Copies of the relevant excerpts from
these depositions are attched as Exhbits 3 , 4
, and 7 , respectively.

NTSP' s business model is designed to achieve efficiencies and quality

improvements though clinical integration technques used primarly on its risk contracts and

then allowing the Risk Panel and other paricipating physicians to car over those same
techniques to their non- risk medical care.
10.

11.

NTSP has no power to bind and does not bind any paricipating

physician group to a non-risk

physician or

contract.

Deposition of Wiliam Vance , M. , Volume 1 , at 117- 118; Deposition of Wiliam Vance , M.
, at 287- 88. Copies of the relevant excerpts from these depositions are attched as Exhbit 11.

11 Deposition ofH. E. Frech, Ph. D. ("Frech Deposition
deposition are attched as

Exhbit 14.

, Volume

) at 209. Copies of the relevant excerpts from ths

12.

After NTSP' s board sets the theshold rate levels for its involvement, any non-risk

offer presented by a payor to NTSP and in which NTSP chooses to become involved as a

contracting par is always then messengered to NTSP' s paricipating physicians.
Each physician or physician group then makes an independent decision whether to

13.

accept or reject the offer.
14.

Complaint Counsel believes that NTSP must messenger every payor offer to its

15.

paricipating physicians

15

regardless of whether or not the offer (1) fits within NTSP' s business

model , (2) creates a risk of noncompliance under Texas law for NTSP or the paricipating
physicians , (3) creates malpractice or other exposure for NTSP or the physicians based on

network- design inadequacies , or (4) involves a payor that is financially weak or likely not to pay
promptly.

12 See

id.

at 209.

13

Id.
at 209; Deposition of Tom Quirk ("Quirk Deposition ) at 54. Copies of the relevant excerpts from Mr.
Quirk' s deposition are attched as Exhbit 15.

15 See

111 (statig that messenger model ' 'wl not avoid horiontal agreement" if the
the physician ' coordinted responses to contract offers by, for example , electing not to
convey a payor s offer to them based on the agent' , or the paricipants' , opinon on the appropriateness , or lack
thereof, of the offer Id. 1 18 (identifyg as aleged ilegal act or practice NTSP' s statement that it "wil not enter
into or otherwse forward to its paricipating physician any payor offer tht does not satisfy those fee mium
Exhbit 1 (Complaint)

messenger " facilitates

16.

Complaint Counsel's economic expert , Dr. H. E. Frech , admits that messengering

is essentially a ministerial task that anyone, including payors , can easily accomplish.
17.

_17
18.

Complaint Counsel challenges NTSP' s disclosure to its panel of paricipating

physicians of the threshold rate levels for non- risk HMO and PPO offers established by NTSP'

board of directors.
19.

_19
20.

16 Exhbit 14 (Frech Deposition) at 89- 91.

18 Exhbit 1 (Complait) 1 17 (' 'NSP then report these measures back to its paricipatig

physician

confg to the parcipatig physician that these averages will constitute the mium fee tht NTSP will
entert as

the basis for any contract with a payor.

20

; Deposition of Dave Robert at 44-48;
Deposition of Mark Collin , M. D. ("Collins Deposition ) at 6- 9. Copies of the relevant excerpts from these
depositions are attched as Exhbits 19
, and 21 , respectively.

21.

One ofMSM' s former executives is curently

serving a prison term

for some of

that malfeasance.

22.

23.

24.

Dr. Frech admits that he knows of no evidence that any physician has ever

colluded with anyone else or has ever refused to entertain any payor offer which was tendered to

hi or her directly by a payor or through another IP
25.

Complaint Counsel claims that NTSP' s conduct is unlawful only under a

trncated rule-of-reason

26.

A. 24

analysis.

Complaint Counsel alleges that NTSP' s conduct should be judged as

unawful because "ths

per se

adjudicative

per se

proceeding is about horizontal price fixing, among other

thgs. ,,26

21 Press Release , United States Deparent of Justice, Former Accounting Manager for City of Grand
Sentenced to 8 Years (Nov. 12 2003), available at
A copy of ths document is attched as Exhbit 22.

24 Exhbit 14 (Frech Deposition) at 75-

Praire

htt://ww. usdoi.gov/usao/txn/ressRel03/miller sen pr. htm.

155 209.

25 Complaint Counel's Response and Objections to Nort

Texas Specialty Physicians ' First Request for
Admssions to Complaint Counel at 3 ("Complaint Counel admts that it claim that the conductofNTSP is per
unawf. Complaint Counel avers that , in the alternative, the conduct ofNTSP is unawfl under trcated rule
of reason analysis. ). A copy of ths document is attched as Exhbit 24.

26 Id.

Complaint Counsel , after having been ordered to respond to contention

27.

interogatories , admits that there is no direct evidence of any agreement between NTSP and a
paricipating physician to reject a payor offer based on price or any other competitively
signficant term.

Dr. Frech admits that he canot identify any specific evidence showing that any of

28.

the following thngs occurred:
one or more paricipating physicians agreed with each other to reject a non- risk

(a)

payor offer;

any paricipating physician and any other entity agreed to reject a non-risk payor

(b)

offer 29

any paricipating physician rejected a non-risk payor offer based on a power of

(c)

attorney granted to NTSP;

any paricipating physician refused to negotiate with a payor prior to a non-risk

(d)

offer being Iiessengered by NTSP;

(e)

any parcipating physician

knew what another physician was going to do in

response to a non-risk payor offer;

27 Complait Counel'

s Second Supplemental Responses to Respondent' s Firt Set of Interrogatories at 1Complaint Counel is not aware of communcations between NTSP and any other person or entity
the form
of an express request by NTSP that a physician reject a specific payor offer, to which any physician expressly
replied I agree to reject ths offer. ). A copy of ths document is attched as Exhbit 25.

tag

28 Exhbit 14 (Frech Deposition) at 7529 Id.
30 Id.

at 80.

31 Id.

at 75- 76.

32 Id.

at 155.

76.

any paricipating physician gave NTSP the right to bind him or her to any non-risk

(f)

payor offer; 33

or

any paricipating physician gave up his or her right to independently accept or
reject a non-risk payor offer.
29.

30.

NTSP' s paricipating physicians do not rely on the meanmedianmode ofNTSP'

aggregated poll results and make their own independent decisions whether to accept an offer
individually, 36 and , in some cases , accept offers below the rates established by NTSP' s board.
31.

Dr. Frech testified that the response rate for the poll was very poor; only a small

percentage (in some cases less than 10%) of the paricipating physicians respond at the rates that
are actually used as thesholds by NTSP' s board.

33 Id.

at 209.

34 Id.

36 Exhbit 7 (Rosenthal Deposition) at 24; Deposition of John Johnon

, M. D. ("Johnon Deposition ) at 25, 30; Exhbit 21 (Collin Deposition) at 36- 37 (free to contract diectly or though another IP A). Copies of the
relevant excerpts from Dr. Johnon s deposition are attched as Exhbit 27.

37 Exhbit 7 (Rosenthal Deposition) at 22-

38 Exhbit 14 (Frech Deposition) at 215-

23; Exhbit 27 (Johnon Deposition) at 25 27.

16.

Not all participating physicians respond to the poll 39 and many physicians do not

32.

follow their own poll responses.

Providing only the mean , median , and mode of the poll responses does not tell a

33.

paricipating physician what any other physician

wi1 do with respect to a payor offer.

Dr. Frech admits that , assuming there was a conspiracy, NTSP has no effective

34.

method to police compliance.
Dr. Frech admits that there are many reasons an entity might refuse to deal with

35.

another entity, including legal concerns or even not liking the other entity.
36.

Dr. Frech admits that the collection and dissemnation of market information

including market prices , can potentially benefit competition.
Dr. Frech believes that payors conduct sureys and know what other payors are

37.

offering in a given market. 45

38.

Dr. Frech admits that physicians commonly look to IP As to handle discussions

with a payor as to the legal terms of a contract 46 and that IP As save costs by eliminating
multiplicative legal contractual reviews by individual physicians.

39 Id.

at 149 , 215-

40

at 82 , 215- 18.

Id.

41 Id.

at 149 , 155.

42 Id.

at 81 237-40.

43 Id.

at 92.

44 Id.

at 155- 58.

45 Id.

46 Id.

47 See

review).

at 156.

at 80.
id.

at 167- 68 (discussing diseconomies from havig each practice group conduct its own contract

39.

Dr. Frech admits that payors usually have to offer a higher price to get a majority

or more of physicians to paricipate

40.

in a contract.

Higher prices are especially important to attact physicians that are more sought

after and perceived to he of higher quality.
41.

Dr. Frech admits that, even where unt costs may be higher in a payor contract

consumers may benefit because of lower utilization rates by physicians that decrease the total
cost of care.

42.

Dr. Frech admts that NTSP generates effciencies and improves quality of care

through spilover from its risk contracts to the non- risk contracts that are the subject of this
adjudicative proceeding.

NTSP' s maintaining continuity of personnel- in this case , the paricipating

43.

physicians

is important to achieving these effciencies.

44.

48 Id.

at 182- 83.

49 Id.

at 202.

50 See

id.

at 109.

51 Id.

at 104-

52 Id.

at 104- 05.

, 110-

240-41.

45.

Dr. Frech admits that he has not defied

46.

Dr. Frech admits that he has not calculated any concentration ratios.

47.

Dr. Frech admits that , although he has done zip code analysis on physician

practices in other cases , he has not done that tye of

any

relevant market.

analysis in ths case.

48.

Dr. Frech admits that he has not performed any tye of entr analysis in ths

49.

Dr. Frech admits that geographic markets tend to become larger the more

case. 57

specialized the specialty.

50.

the Mid-Cities area) on the border of Dallas County would act to tie Dallas and

(i.

County

Dr. Frech admits that the existence of a significant population in eastern Tarant

Tarant Counties

together. 59

51.

Dr. Frech admits that there can be signficant crossovers of servces between

52.

specialties.

54 Exhbit 14 (Frech Deposition) at 120.
55 Id.

56 See
57 Id.

at 136.

id.

at 134 (admttg that he has performed analysis in another lawsuit, but not ths one).

at 142.

58 Id.

at 132-33.

59 Id.

at 130- 31.

61 Exhbit 14

(Frech Deposition) at 121- 25.
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UND STATES OF AMRICA
FEDERA TRE COMMSION

OFFCE OF ADMITRTIV LAW JUGES

In the Matter of

Nort Tex Specialty Physician

. Docket No. 9312

Respondent. ,

PROTECTI ORDER
GOVERNG DISCOVERY MATERI
For the purose of protectg the interests of the pares

captioned matter agait

improper

and

thd pares in the above

use and disclosure of confdential inormation submitted or

produced in connecton with ths matter:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERE THT

'Protectve Order ) shal govern the

ths Protectve

Order

Governg Confdential Material

hadl of all Discover Material, as hereafer defied.
DEFITIONS

1. "Matter" meas the mater

captioned

In the

Mater of North Texa Sp cialty Physician

Docket Number 9312, pendig before the Federal Trade Commssion, and al subsequent
appellate or other review proceedigs related thereto.

2. " Commssion" or "FTC" means the Federal Trade Commssion, or any of its employees
agents, attorneys, and al other persons acg on its beha excludig persons retaed

as

consult: or experts for puroses of th Matter.

3. "Nort

""I;

J:

Texas Specity Physician"

meas Nort

Texa Specialty Physician, a non-profit

:-. -0 .
;:i'.

J!.

f.ti1

corporation organed,

existg, and doing business under and by

of the laws of Texas with

its offce pricipal place of business at 1701 River Run Road, Suite 210, Fort Wort TX 76107.

4. "Pary"

means

either the FTC or Nort Texa Specialty Physician.

5. "Respondent" mean Nort

Texas Specialty Physician.

6. " Outside Counsel" means the law

fi

that are counel of record for Respondent in this

Matter and their associated attorneys; or other I'ersons reguarly employed by such law fi
includig legal assistants, clerical staf and inonntion maagement personnel and temporar
personnel retaed

by such

law :f(s)

to perform

legal or clerica duties, or to provide logistical

litigation support with regard to this Ma ter; provided that any attorney associated with Outside

Counsel shal not be a director, offcer or employee of Respondent. The term Outside Counel
does not include persons retained as consultats or experts for the puroses of ths Matter.

7. ' 'Producing Party" means a Pary or Thd

Par that produced or intends to produce

Confdential Discovery Material to any of the Pares. For puroses of Confdential Discovery

Materi of a Thid Par that either is in the possession, custody or control of the FTC or
been produced by the FTC in ths Matter,

the Produci1

Par shal mean the Thid Par tht

. origialy provided the Confdential Discovery Material to the FTC. The

Producing

Par shal

also mean the FTC for purposes of any document or material prepared by, or on behal of the
FTC.

8. "Third Part

mean any natural person, parership, corporation, association, or other

legal entity not naed as a

par to this Matter and their employees, directors, offcers, attorneys

.

and agents.

9, "ExpertConsultant" mean experts or other persons
Counselor Respondent' s

counsel in preparation for tr or

who are retaied

to give

to assist Complait

testony at tral.

10. "Document" means the complete original or a tre
, correct and complete copy and any
non-identical copies of any wren

or graphic matter, no matter how produced, recorded, stored

or reproduced, includig, but not lited

to,

any wrtig, letter, envelope, telegraph meetig

miute, e- ais , e-mai chais, memorandum, statement, afdavit,
declaration, book, record
survey, map, study, handwrtten note, workig paper, char
data sheet ,

data processing cad,

, index, tabulation, graph, t

pritout, microfim, index, computer readable media or other

electronicaly stored data, appointment book, diar,

diar entr, calendar,

message slip, note of interview or COnuunication or any other data
drafs of al such

tape

desk pad, telephone

. compilation, including all

documents. "Document" also includes every wrtig,

drawig,

graph, char

photograph, phono record, tape, compact disk, video tape

, and other data compilations from

which inormation can be obtaied, and includes all drafs and
record that conta any

al copies of every such

wrtig or

commenta, notes, or makig whatsoev r not appearg on
the original. -

11. "Discovery Material" includes without litation

deposition testiony, deposition exhbits

interrogatory responses, admssions, afdavits, declarations
, documents produced pursuant to
compulsory process or voluntary in lieu
thereof, and any other documents or inormation

produced or given to one Par by ano er Par or
by a Thd
in ths Matter.

o. "

Par in connection with discovery

12. " Confdential

Discovery Material" means all Discovery,Material that is designted by a

Producing Pary as confdential and that is covered by Section 6(:t of the Federal Trade
Commssion Act 15 U.

C.

46(:t, and Commssion Rue of Practce 9 4. 1O(a)(2), 16 C.

R. 9

. 4. IO(a)(2); or Section 26(c)(7) of the Federal Ru1es of Civi Procedure and precedents thereunder.

Confdential Discovery Material shal include non-public commer ial inormation
, the disclosure
of which to Respondent or Thd

Partes would cause substantial commercial har or personal

embarassment to the disclosing

par. The

information that liely

followig is a nonexhaustve list of examples of

wi quaif for treatment as Confdential Discover Material: strategic

plans (involving pricig,

maketig, research and development, product roadmps, corporate

alliances, or mergers and acquisitions) that have not been fully implemented or revealed to the
public; trade secrets; customer-specific evaluations or daa (e. , prices
, volumes, or revenues);

personnel fies and evaluations; inormation subject to confdentiality or non-

disclosure

agreements; proprietar techncal or engieerig inormaton; proprieta
ficial data

projections; and proprietar conser, customer or maret research
cuent or futue maket conditions,

or analyses applicable to

the disclosure of which could revea Confdential Discovery

Materjal.

TES AN CONDITIONS OF PROTECTI
1. Discovery Material

ORDER

or information derved thereftom, shal be use solely by the Pares

for puroses of ths Matter, and shal not be used for any other purose
litation any business or

, includig without

commercial purose, except th with notice to the Producing Par, a

Par may apply to the Admistrative Law Judge for approval of the use or disclosure of any
Discovery Material or inonntion derved thereftom
,

for any other

procee. Provided,

tf:
"".r: !Fr;.

,1:

however, that in the event that the Par seekig to use Discovery Material in any other
proceeding is granted leave to do so by the Adminjstrative Law Judge, it wi

be requied to tae

appropriate steps to preserve the confdentity of such material. Additionay, in such event, the
Commssion may only use or disclose Discovery Material as provided by (1) its Riles

ofP-ractice

Sections 6(f) and 21 ofthe Federal Trade Commsion Act and any cases so constring them; and

(2) any other legal o ligation imposed upon the Commssion. The Paries, in conducting

discover ftOln Thrd Pares , shal attch to such discovery

requests a copy of ths Protective

Order and a cover letter that wi apprise such Thid Pares of their rights hereunder. This paragraph concerns the designation of material as "Confdentiat"

and "Restricted

Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only.
(a)

Designation of Documents as CONFIDENIA

- FTC Docket No. 9312.

Discovery Material may be designated as Confdential Discover Material by Producing
Pares by placing on or afxig,
notation "

in such maner as will not interfere with the legibilty thereof; the

CONFIDEN - FTC Docket No. 9312" (or other simar notation contag

reference to ths Matter) to the fist page of a document contaig

such Confdential

Material or, by- Pares by intrctg the cour reporter to denote each

a

Discover

page of a trancript

conta such Confdential Discovery Materal as "Confdential. " Such designtions shal be
made wihi four

n days fto

fai

the initial producton or deposition and constitute a good-

representation by counsl for the Par or Thid Par makg the desgnations tht
constitutes or

the

document

conts " Confdential Discovery Material.

Hlt!f -

':i;

Designtion of Docuents as ' 'RSTR

(b)

TED CONFIDEN

ATTORNY EYES ONLY - FTC Docket No. 9312.
In order to pent Producig Pares to provide additional protecton for a
lited number
of documents that contai

highy

sensitive commercial information, Producing Paries may

designate docuents as "Restrcted
placig on or

Confdential Attorney Eyes

Only, FTC Docket No. 9312" by

afg such legend on each page of the document It is anticipated that documents

to be designted Rescted Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only'
may include

sales forecass, busess plans, the finacial term of contracts

, operatig plan , pricing and cost

data, price term, analyses of pricing or competition inormation, and
personnel inormation; and that ths

lited number of docuents.

cert marketing plans

lited proprietar

parcuarly restrctive designation is to be utiled

for a

Documents designated Restrcted Confdential, Atorney Eyes

Only may be disclosed to Outside Counel, other than an individual attorney related by blood or

maage to a diector, offcer, or employee or Respondent; Complait
Experts/Consultants (paragraph 4(c), hereof).

Counsel; and to

Such materals may not be disclosed to

Experts/Consultats or to wiesses or deponents at tral or deposition (paragraph 4(
d) hereof),

except in accordance with subseon (c)

oftb paragraph 2. In al other respects, Restcted

Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only material sha be treated as Confdential Discovery Material an
all references in th
shal include

(c)

Protectve Order

and in the exbit

hereto

to Confdential Discovery M;terial

docuent designated Restcted Confdential Attorney Eyes Only.
Disclosure of Restcted Confdential, Atorney Eyes Only Material To
WitnesSes

or Deponents at Trial or Deposition.

:t-

I' '
:\ij.

;::i.-

If any Par

desires to disclose

Restrcted Confdental, Attorney Eyes Only material to

witnesses or deponents at tral or deposition, the disclosing Par
. of its desire to disclose such material. Such notice shal identi

the Restrcted Confdential , Attorn

sha noti the Producing Par

the specifc

y Eyes Only material is to be diclosed.

sha include, but not be lited to, the full nae

identied individual. The Producing Par

and pr

Such identifcation

fessional address and/or afation of the

may objec to the disclosure of the Restrcted

Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only material withi five business days of
intent to disclose the

individual to whom

receivg notice of an

Restcted Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only material to an individua by

providing the disclosing Pary with a wrtten statement of the reaons for objection. If the

Producing Par

tiely objects , the disclosing

Par shal not disclose the Restricted Confdential

Attorney Eyes Only material to the identified individual absent a wrtten agreement with the

Producing Par, order of the Admistrative

Law Judge

or ruling on appea. The Producing

Par lodging an objecton and the disclosing Par shall meet and confer in good faith in an
attempt to de erme the terms of disclosure to the identied individual. If at the end of five
business days of negotiating the pares have not resolved their diferences or if counsel

determe

in good faith that negotiations have faied, the disclosing Par may
make wrtten application to

e Admstative Law Judge as provided by paragraph 6(b) of ths Protectve Order. If the
Producing Par does not object to the disclosure of Restcted Confdential
, Attorney Eyes Only
materal to the identied individual with five business days, the
diclosig Par may disclose the
Restrcted Confdential Attorney Eyes Only material

(d)

to the identied individua.

Disputes Conceg Designation or Disclosure of Restrcted Confdential

Attorney Eyes Ony Material.

..:s
'I -

1t:

Disputes concerng the designtion or disclosure of Restcted ConfdeniaL'
Eyes Only

materi sh

Attorney

be resolved in accordace with the provisions of paragraph 6.

No Presution or Inerence.

(e)

No presumption or other inerence shal be drawn that material

designted Restrcted

Confdential, Attorney Eyes Ony is entitled to the protections of this paragraph.

(t)

Due Process Savigs

Clause.

Nothg herein shaIi be used to argue that a Par' s right to attend the trial 0:( or other
proceedings in ths Matter is afected in any way by the designation of material as Restricted
Confdential, Attorney Eyes Only.
3. Al documents heretofore obtaied by the Commssion though compulsory process or
voluntarly ITom any

Par or Third Par,

Par or Thid Par, regardless of whether designated confdential by the
and transcripts of any investigationa hearngs
,

intervews and depositions

that were obtaied duri the pre-complait stage of this Matter sha be treated as

Confdential" in accordance with paragph 2(a) on

Complait Counel sha,

page five of ths Order. Furherore

with five business days of the effective date of ths Protective Order

provide a copy of this Order to al Pares or Thid Pares
ITom whom the Commssion obtaned

documents durg the pre-Complait investigation and shall noti
tht they

slu

ave thrt

days ITom

those

Pares and Thid Pares

the effectve date of ths Protective Order to determe

whether their materials qual for the highe protecton of Restrcted Confdential Atorney Eyes

Only and to so designte such documents.

:d-

ii;

:tfl,

4. Confdential Discovery Materi sha not, diecy or indirecty, be disclosed or otherwse
provided to anyone except to:

(a)

Complait Co nsel and the Commssio as permtted by the Commssion
s Rues

of Practice;

(b)

Outside Counsel, other tha

an

individual attorney related by blood or marage to

a director, offcer, or employee or Respondent;
(c)

Expers/Consultants (in accordance with paragraph 5

(d)

witnesses or deponents at trial or deposition;

the Administrative Law Judge and personnel assistg
(f)

cour reporters and

hereto);

hi;

deposition trancript reporters;

judges and other court personnel of any cour

havig jurcton

over any appeal

proceedigs involvig ths Matter; and
(h)

an author or recipient of the Gonfdential Discovery Materi (as indicated on the

face of the document, record or materal), and any indiVidua who was in the
supervsion of the author at the tie

the Confdential Discovery

diect chai of

Material was created or received.

5. Confdential Discovery Material, including material designted as "Confdential" and
Restrcted Confdential,

Attorney Eyes Only, " sha not, diecly or indiecy, be

otherse provided to an ExpertConstant, uness such ExperConstat

:!:c1lf.Z

f(

disClosed or

agees in wrtig:

oii.

(a)

to maitai such C nfdential Discovery Material in locked rooms or locked

cabinet( s) when such Confdential Discover

(b)

Materal is not being reviewed;

to return such Confdential Discover Material to Complait

Counsel or

Respondent' s Outside Counel, as appropriate
, upon the conclusion of the ExpertConsultat'
assignment or retention or the conclusion of

(c)

ths Matter;

to not diclose such Confdential Discovery Material to anyone
, except as

penntted by the Protective Order; and

(d)

to use such Confdential Discovery Material and the inormation

contaed therein

solely for the

purose of renderig consultig servces to a Part, to this Matter
, including
providing testimony in judicial or admstrative proceedgs arsing
out of ths Matter.

6. This paragaph

governs the procedures for the followig specied

disclosures and

chalenges to designations of confdentialty.

(a)

Chalenges to Confdentialty Designtions.

If any ;Par

seeks

to chalenge a Producig Par' s designtion of maerial as Confdential

Discovery Material or any other restcton

Par sh noti the Producig Par

and

designation. Such notice sha identi

with

deposition trancrpt

contaed with ths Protectve

Order,

the chalengig

Pares to ths acton of the chale~ge to such

all

specifcity (i.e. , by document contol numbers

page and lie reference

, or other mean sucient to locate easily such

materis) the designation being chaenged. The

Producig Par may

presere its designtion

::. : t
IJ
J:-

t'i ..tf

with five business days of receivig notice "of the confdentialty chaenge by providing
chalengig Par an al Pares to ths action with
a wrtten sttement of the
designation. If the Producing Par

Discovery Material

, absent a wrtten agreement with the

Producig Par or order of the Admnistrative Law Judge. The Producing

have faied ,

their

Par, preservg its

sha meet and confer in good faith in an attempt to negotiate

changes to any chalenged designtion. If

pares have not J,esolved

reasons for the

tiely preserves its rights, the Pares shall contiue to treat

the challenged material as Confdenti

rights, and the chalengig Par

the

at the end of five business days of negotiatig

the

dierences or if counsel detennne in good faith that negotiations

the chalengig Par may make wrtten application to
the Admistative

as provided by paragraph 6(b) of this Protective Order.

If the Producing Par does not preserve

its rights with five business days, the chaenging
Par may alter the desgntion

the notice. The chalengig Par

Law Judge

sha notify the Producing Par

as contained in

and the other P rtes to ths

action of any changes in confdentialty designtions.

Regardless of confdential designtion, copies of published

maazne or newspaper

arcles, excerpts ITom publied
the Secties

and

books,

publicly avaiable tas, and public docuents fied with

Exchage Commsion or other governental entity

without reference to the procedures of ths
(b)

may be used by any

subparagraph.

Resolution of Disclosure or Confdentialty

Ifnegotiations under subparagraph 6(a) of ths

Disputes.

Protecve Order

have faed to resolve the

issues, a Par seekig to diclose Confdenti Di
cover Materal or chaengig

designation or any other resction

E;:I

Par

contaied

a confdentialty

with ths Protective Order may make wrien

application to the

Admtive Law Judge for relief Such application shal be served on the

Producing Par and the other Par, and be acmpaned by
a certcation that the meet and
confer obligations of thi

paragraph have been

met but that good faith negotiations have

faied to

resolve outstandig issues. - The Producing Par and any other Paries shall have five business
days to respond to the application. Whe an application is pending, the
pre-application sttus

of the Confdential

Pares shall mantai the

Discovery Material. Nothng in ths Protectve Order

sha create a presumpton or alter the burden of persuadig the Administrative Law Judge of the
proprietar of a requested disclosue or

change in designtion.

7. Confdenti Discovery Material shal not be disclosed to any person described in

subparagaphs 4( c) an 4( d) of ths Protective Order
unti
tranmitted to Respondent' s

such person has executed and

counselor Complait Counse as the case may be, a declaration or

declarations, as applicable, in the form attached hereto as Exhbit "

A," which is incorporated

herein by reference. Respondent's counel and Complaint Counsel shal
maintain a fie of all such

declarations for the duration of the litigation. Confdential Discovery Material
or reproduced for use in ths Matter except to the

shall not be copied

exent such copyig or reproducton is

reasonaly necessar to the conduct of th Matter
, and al such copies or reproductions shal be

subjec to the term of ths Protectve Order. If the duplication

process by which copies or

reproductions of Confdential Discovery Material are made does not preserve the confdentiality

designatons that appear on the origial documents
, al such copies or reproductions sha be
stamped "CONFENIA

- FTC Docket No. 9312.

8. The Pares sha not be obligated to
chaenge the propriety of any designtion

'f!

:1t

F:

treatment of inormation as confdental and the faiure to do so promptly shal not pr lude any
subsequent objecton to such designation or treatment, or any motion seekig

permssion to

disclose such material to persons not referred to in paragraph 4. If Confdential Discovery
Material is produced without the legend attached, such docuent

uom the tie

the Producing

Pary advises Complait

sha be treated as Confdential

Counel and Respondent' s

counsel in

wrtig that such material should be so designated and provides al the Pares with an
appropriately labeled replacement. The Pares shal return

prOIpptly or

destoy the unarked

documents.

9. If the FTC: (a) receives a discovery request that may requie the disclosue by it of a
Third Pary s Confdential Discovery Materi

or (b) intends to or is required to disclose

voluntary or involuntary, a Thd Par' s Confdenti Discovery Material (whether or not such
disclosure is in response to a discovery request), the FTC promptly shall noti

the Thid Pary of

either receipt of such request or its intention to disclose such material. Such notication shal be

in wrting and, if not otherwse done, sent for receipt by the Thid Par at least five business days
before production, and shal include a copy of this Protecve Order and a cover letter that will

apprise the Thid Par ofits rights hereunder.
10. , If

any person receives a discovery request in another proceedg that may requie the

, disclosure of a

Producig Par' s

promptly shal noti

the

Confdenti Discover Material, the subpoena recipient

Producing Par of receipt of such request. Such notication

shal be

wrtig and, if not otherwse done, sent for receipt by the Producing Par at leas five business
days before production, and sha include a copy of ths Protective Order and a cover letter tht

;t;'::

will apprise the Producing Par
- responsible

of its rights hereunder. The Producig Par sha be solely

for assertg any objection to the requested producton.

Nothg herein shal be

consed as requirng the subpoena recpient or anyone else covered
appeal any such order requirg production of

to any, p

by ths Order to

chaenge or

Confdenti Discovery !Yaterial, or to subject itself

enalties for noncompliance with any such order, or to seek any relief ftom the

Admistrative Law Judge or the Commssion.
11. This Order govern the disclosure of inormation
not constitute an

in camera

Practice, 16 C.

durg the course of discovery and does

order as provided in Section 3. 45 of the Commssion s Ru1es of

R. 93.45.

12. Nothg in ths Protective Order shall be constred to confct with the
Sections 6 , 10 ,

Ru1es 3.

provisions of

and 21 of the Federal Trade Commssion Act, 15 U. C. 9946
, 50, 57b- , or with

3.45 or 4. 11 (b)-(e), 16 C.

Any Par

or Producing Par

Confdential Discovery

R. 993.22

3.45 and 4. 11 (b)-(e).

may move at any tie

for

in camera

treatment of any

Materi or any porton of the proceedings in this Matter to the extent

necessar for proper disposition of the Matter. An application for

the stdards set forth in 16 C. R 93.45 and
exlaed in
LEXIS 255 (Dec. 23 , 1999) and

in camera

treatment must meet

In re Dua Lube Corp. 1999 FTC

In re HoechsMarion Roussel, Inc. 2000 FTC LEXIS 157

(Nov. 22, 2000) and 2000 FTC LEXIS 138 (Sept. 19 2000) and must be supported by a

1 The right of the
Admstrative Law Judge, the Commssion, and
reviewig cours to
disclose inormation aforded
in camera
treatment or Confdenti Discovery Material to
. the extent necessar for proper disp()sition of the
proceedig, is specicaly reserved
pursuant to Rue 3.45 , 16 C.F. R 93. 45.

f:3

ilf;

decIar

tion or afdavit by a

person qualed to explai the natue of the docuents.

13. At the conclusion of ths Matter, Respondent s counel shal return to the
Producig

Par, or destroy,

al origmals and copies of

docuents and al notes, memoranda, or other papers

contaig Confdential Discovery Material which have not been made

par of

e public record in

this Matter. Complaint Counsel shal dispose of al documents in accordace with Rule 4,
16 C. F.R

12.

14. The provisions of ths Protectve Order, inofar as they restrct the

of Confdential Discovery Material shal
fuher order

without wrtten

communication and use

permssion of the Producing Par

of the Admistrative Law Judge hearing ths Matter, contiue to be bindig

or

afer

the conclusion of ths Matter.

15, This Protectve Order shal not apply to the disclosure by a Producing
of such Producing Par' s

Pary or its Counsel

Confdential Discovery Material to such Producing Par' s employees

agents, former employees, board members , directors, and offcers.
16. The pr09uction or disclosure of any Discovery Material made afer

Order which a Producig Par clai wa
dilosed because of

a privilege wi

invertent and should not have

entr of ths Protectve
bee produced or

not automaicaly be deemed to be a waver of any priviege

to which the Producing Pary. would have been entitled had the privieged Discovery Material not
inadvertently been produced or disclosed. In the event of such claied inadverent
producton or
j.7

diclosure, the followig procedures sha be followed;
(a)

The Producing

Par may request the retu

of any such Discovery

i?'
!!l

jJ.':

jr.i

Material with twenty days of discoverig that it was indvertently produced or disclosed (or

indvertently produced or disclosed without redactg the privieged content). A request for the
return of any Discovery Material shal identi

the

specific Discovery Material and the basis for

assertg that the specific Discovery Material (or portons thereof) is subject to, the attorney-client

priviege or the work product doctre

and

the date of discover that there had been an

inadvertent producton or disclosure.

(b)

If a Producing Par

such Discovery Material fTom another

requests the

retu pursuant to ths paragraph, of any

Par, the Par to whom the request is made shal return

imediately to the Producing Par al copies of the Discovery Material with its possession

custody, or control-including aJ copies in the possession of experts, consultants, or others to
whom the Discovery Material was provided-uness the

Par asked to retur the Discovery

Material in good faith reasonably believes that the Discovery Material is not privieged.

Such

good faith belief shal be based on either (i) a facial review of the Discovery Material , or (ii) the
indequacy of any explanations provided by the Proqucig Par, and. shal not be based on an

arguent that producton or disclosure -of the Discoyer Materi

waived any priviege. In the

event that oply portons of the Discovery Materiai conta privieged subjec mater, the

, Producig Par shal substitute a redacted version of the Discovery Maeri at the tie

of

makg the request for the retu of the requested Discovery Material.
(c)
pursuant to ths

Should the Par contesg the request to

retu the Discovery Material
:r'

parh declie to retu the Discovery Material the Producing Par seeking

retu of the Discovery Materal may thereafer move for an order compellg the retu of the

',';1

01.

j!J

::iI!
'r.

Discovery Material. In any such motion, the Producig Par shal have the burden of showig
tht the Discovery

Materal

is

privieged and tht the

producton was indvertent.

17. Entr of the foregoing Protectve Order is without prejudice to the right of the Pares or

Thid Pares to apply for further protective orders or for modication of any provisions of this

I-.

. Protectve Order.

ORDERE:

rlJ- N)
Admistative Law Judge

Date: October 16 ,

2003

:.i

;)r;r. :f:

!ft.
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UND STATES OF AMRICA
FEDERA TRE COMMSION
OFFICE OF

ADM1TRTI LAW JUDGES

In the Matter of
Nort Texas Specialty Physicians

Docket No. 9312

Respondent.

DEC
TION CONCERNG PROTECTI
ORDER GOVERNG DISCOVERY MATERIL

, (NAM), hereby

declare and certif the followig to be tre:

1. (Statement of employment)
2. I have read. the "Protectie Order Governg Discovery Materal" ("Protectve Order")
issued by Admnistative Law Judge D. Michael Chappell on October 16, 2003 , in connection
with the above-ptioned matter. I understand the restrctons on my use of any Confdential
Discovery Material (as ths term is used in the Protective Order) in this action and I agree to abide
by the Protective Order.

3. I understand

tht the restrctons on

my use of such Confdential Discovery Material

include:

such Confdenti Dicovery Mate al only for the puroses
proceeding, and heang(s) and any appeal ofthis proceeding and

tht I will use

preparg for th

for no other purose;
tht I will not disclose

such Confdential Discovery Material to anyone, except

penntted by the Protecve Order; and
tht upon the

tertion of my parcipaton in ths proceeding I wi promptly

retu al Confdential

Discovery Material and al notes,

memoranda, or other

papers contag Confdential Dicovery Material to Complait
Respondent' s

counseL as appropriate.

Counselor

4. I understd that if I am

receivi Confdential

Discovery Material as an

ExpertConstant, as that term is defied in ths Protecte

Order, the restctons on my use of

Confdential Discovery MateriU also include the duty and obligation:

to mata such Confdential Discovery Material in locked room(s) or locked
cabinet( s) when such Confdential Discovery

Materi is not being reviewed;

to retu such Confdential Discovery Material to Complamt Counelor
Respondent' s Outside Counsel, as appropriate, upon the conclusion of my
assignent or retention; and
to use such Confdential Discovery Material and the inormation contaied therein
solely for the purpose of renderig consultig. servces to a Par to ths Matter
including providing testony in judicial or admistrative proceedgs arsing out
of this Matter.

5. , I am fuy
16 C.

R.

aware that, pursuat to Section 3.42(h) of the Commssion s Rues of Practice
3.42(h), my faiure to comply with the ters of the Protective Order may constitute

contempt of the Commssion and may subject me to sanctions imposed by the Commssion.

Date:
Full Name (Typed or Prited)

Signature

\;i

This Exhibit is not included in the
public version of this document.
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COMMISSIONERS:

Timothy J. Muris , Chairman
Mozelle W. Thompson
Orson Swindle'

Thomas B. Lear

Pamela Jones Harbour

In the Matter .
NORTH TEXAS
SPECIALTY PHYSICIAS,

Docket No. 9312

a corporation.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federl Trae Commission Act, as amended,. IS U.

et seq. and by virte of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade
Commssion. having reaon to believe that Nort Texas Specialty Physicians has violated Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U. C.
, and it appearng to the Commission that
a proceedipg by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues thi Complaint
41

statig its

harges in

at respect as follows: '
RESPONDENT

PARGRAPH 1: Respondent Nort Texas Specialty Physician (hereinafter "NTSP") is a nonprofit corporation, organzed existig, and doing business under and
y virte of the laws of
Texas , with its offce and pricipal place of busines at 1701 River Run Road , Suite 210, Dallas
Texas 76107.

JUSDICTION

PARGRAH 2: NTSP was fonned by physicians to facilitate the physicians ' contracting with
health insurnce firms and other thd-parpayors (collectively, "payors ) for the provision of
medi al services. At all ties reltivant to ths Complait, parcipating physicians ofNTSP have
been engaged in the busiftess of providing medical care for a fee. Except to the extent that

09/16/03 17: 36 FAX
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ofNTSP have been,
competition has been restrained as alleged herein, paricipating physicians
ces.
and are now , in competition with each o er for the- provision of physician s
founded by,
PARGRAH 3: While NTSP is a memberiess corporation under state law , it was physicians.

is controlled by, and cares on business for the pecuniar benefit of its paricipating
Accordingly, the paricipating physicians ar members" ofNTSP, and NTSP therefore is a
, as
corporation " as those terms are used in Section 4 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act
amended , 15 U. C. 44.

business practices' ofNTSP , including the ts and practices
Conuission Act
herein alleged, ar in or affecting "commerce" as defined in the Federa Trade

PARGRAH 4:

The general

as amended. 15 US. C.

44.

OVERVIW OF MAT

AN PHYSICIA

COMPETITION

PARGRAH , 5: NTSP has approximately 600 parcipatig physicians licensed to practice
medicine in the State of Te;xas who are engaged in the business of providing professiona
the
servces to patients in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area, mostly in Fort Wort and
Mid Cities" (collectively, the "Fort Wort area

PARGRAH 6: Physicians often contract with payors to establish the tens

and conditions

inChldmg price terms, under which such physicians will render serces to the payors
subscrbers. - Physicians entering into such contrcts often agree to lower compensation to obtain
acces to additional patients made available by the payors ' relationship with insueds. These
contrpts may reduce payors ' costs , enable them to lower the price ofiIce, and reduce outof-pocket medical exp ditus by subscri ers to the payors ' health insurce plans.

PARGRAH 7:

Absent agreements among competing physician

on the terms , including

, price, on which they will provide serices to subscrbers or enrollee in health care plan offered

or provided by payors , competin physicians decide individuay whether to enter into contrts
with payo to provide serces to their subscribers or enllee , and what prices they will accept

puruant to such contracts.

'

PARGRAH 8 : Medcare s Resoure Based Relative Value Scale ("RBRVS") is a system

used by the United States Centers for Medic e and Medcaid S ice to determne the ammmt
to pay physician for the servces they render to Medica patients. The RBRVS approach
provides a method to detennine fees for specifc services. In general, it is the practice of payors
to make contrt offers to individual physcians or grups at a fee level
in the Fort Wort

ar

specified in the RBRVS, plus a markup based on some percentage of that fee

2001

Tart County RBRVS"

(e,

110% of

""-____'_m_._._.-_ w..-... -..
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PARGRAPH 9: To be competitively marketable in the Fort Worth area, a payor s health

physici
area. Many of the primax care physicians and

. insurance plan must include in its physician network a large number of priary

and specialists who practice in the Fort Wort
ea
pecialists wh practice in the Fort Wort

PARGRAH 10:

Competing

care

are paricipating physicians ofNTSP.

physicians somet

es use a "messenger" to facilitate the
payors in ways that do not constitute or

establishment of contrcts betwcen themselves and
facilitate an unlawfu agreement on fees and other competitively signficant tenns. Such an
angement , however, wil not avoid horizonta agreement if the "messenger" or another agent
negotiates fees and other competitively significant terrs on behalf of the parcipating
physicians , or facilitates the physician ' coordinated resonses to contract offers by, for example
electing not to conveya payor s offer to them based on the agent' , or the paricipants' , opinn
on the appropriateness , or lack thereof

, of the offer.

RESTRAT OF TRAE

PARGRAH 11: NTSP' s paricipating physician , including the member of its Board. of
Directors , constitute numerous discrete economic interts.

The conduct

ofNfSP constitutes

combined or concerted action by its parcipating physician.

mbination of competing physici , and in
combination with physician and other physician orgazations , has restrined competition
among its paricipating physician by, among other things:

PARGRAH 12: NTSP

, actig as a

facilitating, negotiating, entering into, and implementing agreements among its
, paricipa ing physician on price and other competitively significant tenns;
B.,

c.,

refuing or theatenig to refue to deal

upon ters; and

with payors except 011

collectively agceed-

competitively signficant tenus in payor contracts for
and re ing to submit payor offers to
parciPating physician unles and until price and other competitively signficant
have. been negotiated.
teeis confonng to NTSP' s contrct

, negotiating fee

NTSP' s

and other

parcipatig physicians,

stdar

FORMTION AN OPERATION OF NTSP

PARGRAH 13: NTSP was organzed in November 1995 as a nonprofit corporation. Its

th

paricipatig physicians , was established in NTSP'
initial Board of Directors , composed of
Certficate ofIncoIporation. Pusuant to NTSP' s By-Laws , successor Boar members are elected
from among the paricipating physician for three-yea terms by the members of each ofNTSP'
sections, which are orgmfed by medica specialty. NTSP is funded though fees paid
physicians on first becomig parcipating physicians and though its receipt, pursuant to its

h ..
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of it stated percentage of the fees paid by payors

t1y IS composed
uant to certain NTSP-payor co tracts. NTSP. p
care
physIcIans..
pnmar
of approximately 600 physicians , some 130 of whom are

parcipatg physician pu

the NTSP
PARGRAH 14: Puruant to a few ofNTSP s contracts withpayors, some ofthough
the

. physician who paricipate in the argem nt share financial risk, f9r example,
provision of servi es at an agreed capitated rate. However, pursuant to the great rnajority of
NTSP' contrcts with payors, those NTSP physicians who partcipate in the arangement do not
risk, each physician tyically receiving a specified fee for.each seryice
shar any
provided. Whereas only about one-half ofNTSP' s parcipating physicians-:and few if any .

ficial

amgements, substtially all ofNTSP'
parcipatig ph)'icians parcipate in some non-risk contrcts. With respect to the e non-risk
contrts , NTSP often has sought to negotiate for, and often has obtained, higher fees and other
more advantageous terms than its individual p ysician could obtai by negotiating individually

primar care providers-arcipate in any

risk-sharing

with payors. .

PARGRAH 15: Physicians seeking to parcipate in NTSP-payor
paricipating phySicianship. A physician

contrcts apply for

becomes a paricipating physician by entering into a

grtig

"North Texas Specialty Physicians Physician Parcipation Agreement" with
NTSP authority to amge for his or her services to be provided to persons covered by payors
pmsuant to agreements between NTSP and the payors. Each physician covenants that he or she -

will ' forward to NTSP for fuer handl g payor offers the physician receives , and will reftin
frm puruig any such offer until NTSP notifies the physician tht it is permanently
discontiuig negotiations with the payor. If, and only if, NTSP Clproves and enters into an
agreement with a payor, NTSP then forwards the agrement to its parcipating physician , who
then may elect to paricipate (or not) in the payor

s offer.

N;SP' S ILLEGAL ACfS AN P

cnCES '

PARGRAH 16: NTSP has engaged in varous acts and practice , as more fully described
subsequently, that unawfy restrain cQmpetition among NTSP' s

parcipating physician.

NTSP has imderaken these acts and praCtices with the knowledge of its Directors and other
d often at their explicit instrction.
paricipating physician

ARGRAB 17: NTSP periodically polls its paricipating physicians, asking each to disclose
the minimum fee, tyically stared m terms of a percentage of RBRVS, that he or she would
accept in return for the provision of medical servces pursuat to an NTSP-payor agreement. In
confrmity with its agreement with its paricipating physicians, NTSP then calculates the mean
medan and mode (CCaverages ) of minium aceptable fees reported, by its physicians. NTSP
then report these measures back to its parcipatg physicians confing to the parcipating
physicians that these ave ges will constitute the mimum fees that NTSP will entertai as the
basis of any contrt wi a payor. Sucb interchanges of prospective price information among
otherise competing physicians reduce price competition among those physician, and enable the

"'i"-

"L-.

:u-

k. h'_"'_'.,
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acting through NTSP and otherwise, to price their serces
interdependently to achieve supra-competiti prices.

paricipating physicians ,

PARGRAPH 18: Sometimes when NTSP begins discussions with a payor regarding a possible

provisioI) of services by NTSP' s participating physicians, NTSP infonns- the
, identifies
payor that its physicians have established fee minimums for NTSP-payor agrements
Pargrph), and states that
those fee minimums (the poll averages referred to in the preceding
not enter into or otherwise forward to its paricipating physicians any payor offer that
ntrct for the

JlSP will'

does not satisfy those fee minimums.

payors have proposed to NTSP agrements, or
amendments to existing agreements , Jor the servces of its paricipating physician that included
proposed fee schedules that did not satisfy the NTSP physician ' fee minimums. NTSP has then
advised the payors ofNTSP' s established fee miniums and told the payo s to resubmit their
proposals with fee schedules that satisfy those miwns, or otherwise actively bargained with
payors as to f es to be paid NTSP' s paricipating physicians. As a-result , payors sometes have
either submitted new offers with higher fees ,or accepted the higher fees presed on them by'

PARGRAPH 19:

In other instances ,

NTSP on behalf of its physicians.

PARGRAPH 20: In at least one' instace, NTSP , at the explicit dictate of its Directors, sought'

its paricipating physician as to the disposition of a payor offer that alrady had
been made. NTSP wrte to its parcipatig physicians , reminding them of their previously
miIrums as
ageed-to minimpms and noting that the specified payor s offer approxiated those
those
minimums
as
to other
to SOQ1C of its medical insurnce plans, but fell materially below
plans. NTSP then asked each of its paricipating physicians to repond to a poll by indicatig the
, mimum fees, again tyically stat in te!Is of a percentage ofRBRVS, that he or she would
instrction from

acpt in return for the provision of medical services to the specifc payor s subscrbers. When
NTSP calculated the average mimum fees tbat its parcipating physician \Vould accept to

that payor, it found that the parcipating physicians collectively would not accept
fees lower than the previously established minimums. It then rejected the payor s offer aDd
explicitly refused to forward the offer to any of its parcipating physicians , whether or not the '
acceptable fees. Following
proposed fees were above any given physician ' stated
refuals by NTS to forWard the proposed contrt to its paricipating physicians and severa

contit with

mium

commun,?ations between NTSP and its parcipating physician attackig the payor s fee
proposal as "below market,"' the payor increased its proposed fees to the NTSP fee

mium.

Only then did NTSP enter into a contrct with the payor and forward the agreement to its
s offer.
parcipating physicians , afording them the option to paricipate (or not) in the payor

PARGRAPH 21:

In addition ,

while seeking to negotiate fees on behalf of its paricipating

physicians , NTSP has discourged and prevented payors and parcipating physician nom
negotiating directly with one another. In at leat one instance. afer NTSP fee negotiations with a
payor broke down, NTSP orchestrted the simultaeous withdrawal ofNTSP physician from an
argement pursuant to whicb numerous NTSP paricipating physicians had provided medical
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with which NTSP had
services to the payor s subscriber though another physician organzation
. the servces ofNTSP'
contrct
for
contrted. This increased the pressure on the payor to
parcipating physicians

though NTSP , at higher proposed fees. The payor

that pressure and contracted with NTSP and its physicians at

ultiately yielded to

increaed fee levels.

LACK OF SIGNIFICANT EFFCIENCIS

PARGRAH 22: The acts and practices des

ribed in Pargraphs. 16 though 21 , including
tenns of contrcts under which

NTSP' s negotiation of fees and other competitively signficant
, and are no reonably relateq
each physician is paid on a fee-for-serce basis. have not been
contrcts, NTSP' s parcipating
any effciency-enhancing integration. With respect to these
otherwse integrted in ways that
physicians do not share substantial fiancial risk and are not
would create the potential for increased qua)i and reduced cost of medical care that the

to

physicians provide to patients.
ANCOMPETITIVE EFF'CTS
, or tend to have, the
effect of restraning trde uneasonably and hindering competition in the provision of physician
services in the Fort Wort area in the following w ys. among others:.

PARGRAPH 23: NTSP' s acts and practices as described herein have had

price and other fonns of competition among NfSP' s parcipating physician were

unonably reStred;
prices fQr physician services were increased; and

health plans, employers, mid individual consumer were deprived of the
of competition among

benefits

physician. '

above constitute
PARGRAH 24:, The combination, conspircy, acts, and practices described
Commssion A

unair methods of competition in violation of Section 5 of the Feder Trade
15 US. C. 45; Such combinaton, conspir, acts , and practices, or the effects thereof,
continuing and wil continue or

t,

recur in the absence of the .reliefherein reuested

NOTICE
, at

Notice is herey given to the Respondent that the sixeenth day of Januar, 2004
ate as determned by an Admstrative Law Judge of the
10:00 a. m. o clock, ' or such later
Commssion offces,
Federal Trade Commission, is hereby fixed as the tie and Feder Trade
C. 20580 , as the place when and
600 Pensylvana Avenue, N. W., Room 532, Washigtn, D.
Federal T
where a hearng wil be had before an AdmInistrtive Law Judge of the
tie
and
place you wil have
Commssion, o ' the charges set fort in this Complait , at which
the right under the Federl Trade Commssion Act to appear and show cause why an Order

09/16/03 17: 39 FAX 912023262
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nd desist from the violations of law charged in this

should not be entered requiring you to cease

Complaint.
You are notified that the opportity

is aforded you to file with the Commission

answer to ths Complaint on or before the twentieth (20th) day

aD

afer servce ofit upon you. An

answer in which the allegations of the Complaint ate contested shall contain a concise
statement
Cific admission enial , or explanation of
of the facts constituting each grund of defense; and sp
knowledge thereof, a statement to that
each fact alleged in the Complaint or, if you ar without
admitted.
effect Allegations of the Complaint not thus answered shall be deemed to have been

Complait, the anwer
If you elect not to contest the allegations of fact set forth in the
f the material allegations to be tre. Such an
shall consist of a statement that you admit all
in the Complaint, and together
aner shall constitute a waiver of heags as t9 the fac thealleged
Administrtive
Law Judge shall file
with the Complaint wil provide a record basis on which
Order
an initial decision containing appropriate fidings and conclusons. and an appropriate
, resere the right to submit
, disposing of the proceedg. In such anSWer you may, however
s Rules of Practice for
46
of
the
Commsson
proposed findings and conclusions under Section 3.
tbe
Commission under
Adjudicatve Proceedngs and the right to appeal the initial decision t
Section 3. 52 of said Rules.

aner within the tie

provided shall be deemed to constitute a waiver
shall authorie the
of your right to appea and conte t the allegations of the Complait and
fac
to be as aleged in the
,
to
fid
the
Administrative Law Judge, without fuher notice to you
appropriate
conclusions, and
Complaint and to enter an initial decision containig such fidigs,
Failure to

above

Order.

ence
Law Judge win schedule an intial prehearg s hedu1ng confe
Unless
to be held not later than 14 days afer the las anwer is filed by the Resondent. '
conference. and
otherwise directed by the Administrtive Law Judge, the schedulig
Penylvana
Avenue, N.
600
oceemgs will tae piace at the Feder Trade Commssion,
' counsel as
of
the
pares
Room 532 , Washington, D. C. 20580. Rul 21 (a) requir a metng
31(b)
obligates
ealy as practicable befQre the prehearg" scheduling conference, and Rule 3.
intial
counsel for each par, withn 5 days ofredving Respondent' s answer, to make
The AdI1inistrtiv

fuer

cer

disclosures without awaiting a formal discovery request.
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NOTICE OF CONTEMPLATED RELIEF
the record developed in any adjudicative
Should the Commssion conclude
) is '
Nort
Tex Specialty Ph icians fmSP"
ondent
proceeing in this matter that R
Complait, the
violation of Secti,?n

'5 of the Federal Trade CommissioJ; Act as alleged in th
rte d by the ,record and is necessar and appropriate

Commission may order such relief as is suppo
including, but not limited to:

, adhering to, parcipating in,
An Order to cease and desist trom entering into
faciltatg any
maintaining, organing, implementing, enforcig, or otherise
any physicians:
combination, conspiracy, agreeent, or understanding between or among
, refue to deal , or
payor,
(b)
to
deal
(a) to negotiate on behaltofanyphysician with any
' or
theaten to refus to. deal with any payor; (c) regaring any ter, condition,
is willig to deal, with any payor
requirement upon wbicQ. any physician deal, or
, or
including, but not liited to, price tes; or (d) not to deal-idiVidually with any payor
not to deal with any payor though any argement

other than NTSP.

the exchange
An qfder to cease and desist from exchangig or facilitating in any maner
s
willngness
to
or trsfer of information among physician concerng any physician
on
which
the
or conditionS, includig price tenns.
deal with a payor, or the
physician is willing to deal.

ter

An Order to ceae and desist from attemptig to engage in
Paragrphs 1 or 2 , above.

4. .

any action prohibited by

An Order to cease and desist from encouragig, suggestig, advisig, pressurng,
inducing, or atempting to induce any person to engage in any action':at would be
prohibited by

Panhs 1-

3, abve.

th

fOI a perod of five (5) years, NTSP notify the Commission prior to
A requirement
argement
with any physicians under which NTSP would act as a
entering into any
messenger, or as an ag;ent, on behalf oftho

e physician.

, and in compliance with
An Order requirig NTSP. to termate. without penalty or charge
any applicable laws, any contract that it has entered into with any payor since JailUar 1,
98.
An Order to cease and desst frm engaging in, attemptig
others to engage in ilegal horiontal agreements with

to engage

in, or encouragig

competitors.

Any other provisibn appropriate to coaect or remedy the anticompetitive practices
engaged inby NTSP.
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thirt (30)

A requirement that NTSP distribute a copy of the Order and Complaint,
withinor has
paricipating,
days after the Order becomes final, to: (a) each physician who, director
is
, or manager, and
paricipated , in NTSP' since Januar I , 1998; (b) each offcer
s physician networks;
each employee who has or had any reponsibility regarding NTSP'
Januar 1 1998
and (c) each payor that NTSP has contacted, or been contacted by, since
fphysician services.
regarding contrcting for the provision

10.

NrP distribute a
A requirement tht for five (5) years afer the Order becomes fial trggering ths
(30) days of the event
copy of the Order and Comp aint , withn
physician
in NTSP; (b). each person who
requirement, to: (a) each newly parcipatig
ha any responsibilty

th

offcer, director, or manager, or an employee who

cts , or is
regarding NTSP' s physcian networks; and (c) each payor that NTSP conta
ontrcting for the provision of physician services.
contact d by, regarding

becomes

11.

anually
A requirement that for five (5) years afer the Order becomes final, NfSP
publish a copy of the Order and the Complaint in an offcial report or newsletter sent
to
maitained by or for NTSP,
te
in
NTSP,
and
on
any
website
U physicians who parcipa
with such promience' as is giv il to regularly featured aricles.

12.

, notify
Requireents that NTSP file periodic compliance reorts with the Commission
permt
and
the Conusson of any ch es that may affect compliance obligations,
docuents and personnel for the
, Commission representatives prompt access to NTSP
purpose of determnig or securng compliance with ths Order.

WHEREFORE, TH PRESES CONSIDERED, the Federal Trade Commission, on
ths sixteenth day of September, 2003 , iss es its Complaint aganst NTSP.
By the Commission.
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In '

97, I believe there was one contract

that was presented to the specialists, one
Physician Participation Agreement

form.

And was there a different physician

time?

participation form presented to PCPs at that

Yes -- well, no, I' m

sorry.

In ' 97

don t believe so.

If you want to limit your

discussion just to

' 97 --

Yes, at the moment I

,I

do.

then the answer would be no.

Did PCPs sign in

' 97 the

same Physician

Participation Agreement as the specialist?

They would have if they -- if they wanted
to join the organization.
MR. KATZ:

Well, I think he s asking

you whether they did.
Whether they did?
(BY MR. BLOOM)

The answer is

no.

Does that mean that there

were no physicians in the

organ- - -

no PCPs in the

organization in spring ' 97?

In the spring of ' 97 to the - -

to the

best that I can recall, there were no PCP
contracts wi thin NTSP.

Did there come a time when NTSP began to
use a second Physician Participation Agreement?
':I
i.'

For The Record, Inc.
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Not in ' 97.
Did there come a subsequent time?
So we re talking about something

Outside of

' 97, beyond

All right.

' 97?

re now not talking about

, 97?

Correct.
We had con-

-- we -- I'

m sorry.

Let me

start from scratch here.

If you wished to participate in NTSP

as a physician who was a specialist that had board

representation, that was eligible for nomination
to the board, that would pay a one- time dues

assessment, it was one contract, and that has not
changed

- or that' s been amended over the

but it is still one

years,

contract.

Is that contract used only by those

physicians who have an interest in sharing risk?

No.
What is the qualifier for that contract
versus some other?

That you wish to participate in NTSP as a

physician that has - -

is eligible to be nominated

for a committee, is eligible to be nominated for a

board position, is eligible to participate in

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf

Maryland

(301) 870- 8025

distributions from account

quote/quote ,

surplus,

is a

fully participating physician , and

there is a thousand dollar activation fee for that
type of participation.

What other contract has been used between
NTSP and its physicians?

We call them affiliate contracts , and
there are basically two

level, and it'

s a

types.

cont ract

One is at the PCP

that pretty much

mirrors the base document we were previously

discussing.

PCPs take risk with us , and there is

a risk component in that contract.
what it does not do.

, physician forpa

It'

s really

It does not qualify the

ticipation in the governance of

the organization.

A second document is a contract that
we have with a limited number of our physicians
that allow them to participate in our

fee- for- service contracts.

And that would be

similar to the Specialty Net document you showed
me at the beginning of this deposition.

What do you call that contract that
entitles them to participate in fee- for- service

contracts?

You re looking at the previously

identified by Bates number , NTSP Specialty Net

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf ,

Maryland

(301) 870- 8025
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contract, correct?

Right.

This is entitled NTSP Physician

Participation Agreement, dash, Specialty Net.
Do

you have a generic name for that kind
you

of contract that

use for physicians interested

only in fee- for-service contracting and don t want

to be members paying their thousand a year
excuse me, a thousand once, correct?

Once activation

fee.

They

re office --

we call them Physician Participation Agreements.

I believe all of them are entitled Physician
Participation Agreements.

Is that the same name that you use for
your physicians that pay the thousand dollars and
have the fuller range of participation?
. A.

d have to look at the document to be

absolutely sure.
When was the first

let me back up.

Are specialists eligible to sign your

fee- for-service

Physician Participation Agreement?

live
Fort Worth.
do not live
Fort Worth?
do not practice ir. Fort Worth.
do practice in Fort Worth are
sign the fee- for-service

they do not

they
they

they

they eligible ' to

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf ,

Mary

and

(301) 870- 8025
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In the Matter of the

North Texas Specialty

Docket No. 9312

Physicians.

ORA DEPOSITION

OF

DR. TOM DEAS'

JANARY 26TH, 2004

ORA DEPOSITION

OF DR. TOM DEAS, produced as a

witness at the instance of the FTC, and duly sworn, was
taken in the above-styled and numbered cause on the 26th
of January, 2004, from 1:10 p m. to 4:42 p. m.

Tammy Staggs, CSR in and for the State of

before

Texas,

reported by stenographic method , at the Radisson Plaza

Hotel, 815 Main Street, Fort Worth, Texas.
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Okay.

And was it your understanding that that

second notice was sent to all participating physicians

or just those that checked yes under -- from responding
to the notice of the payer offer?
I really don t know what --

Okay.

Again ,

Right.

I would have to guess.

And then based on your understanding

of that process, can you, I guess, describe to me how
that changed?

that'

I mean, I assume

is that the process

s still used at NTSP?

I think it'

s still basically the same process,

yeah.
Okay.

And if you could, perhaps explain to me

how the poll interacts with that procedure we just

discussed.
ve - -

this gets back into sort of the

philosophy of the organization.

NTSP at the time of

formation was created as an entity that

to help us be

basically competitive in a health care market.

And we

felt like that this organization basically served three

different customers,

perhaps more , but that included our

patients; it included payers, assuming they wanted NTSP
to serve as a network; and then physicians.
The question you re asking has to do with the
1.

For The Record, Inc.
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physician as a customer for our

entity.

And we felt

from the very beginning that we needed to use those

resources wisely, and that there wouldn

't

that we

would not be able to or want to necessarily deal with

every payer or every offer. '

And so we ve tried to

create ways to try to quantitate those things that we
needed, to deal with on behalf of the physician customer

or the participating

physician.

And among the many things I listed

- - you

know, when we got a contract offer, it dealt with a

number of contractual issues, and some of those things

hold

were very important: indemnification clauses

term and termination . reimbursement

harmless clauses

you know, what hospitals we were

issues were important

going to be expected to work

pretty lengthy list of

at.

things.

You know, it was a

Malpractice coverage, if

a health plan said you have to have five million in

coverage and we knew that none of our physicians had
that, there was no point in

us dealing with that

contract.
So we used a number of factors, including the

poll, which is your question, to help us assess the
likelihood that forwarding that contract to a potential

participating physician would generate a

Right.

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf ,
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that I proofread the transcript for
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VANCE
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format.

accuracy
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CERTIFICATE OF DEPONENT

I hereby certify that

examined the
accurate record of

have read and

foregoing transcript , and the same is a true and

the testimony given by me.

Any additions or corrections that I feel are necessary,

will attach

on a

separate sheet

of paper

the original

transcript.

TOM DEAS

hereby cert i fy that

the indi vidual

represent ing

himself/herself to be the above-named individual, appeared before

me thi s

day of

, 19

, and executed the

above certificate in my presence.

NOTARY PUBLIC IN

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

-2.'
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No.
Do you recall how this practice of annual polling
carne to be?

No.
Was it a practice that preceded your
participation on the board?

No.
Do you recall anything at all about the origins

of it?
I can tell you the rationale for

it.

What was the rationale?
ve told you. this before and I' m going to repeat

what I'

ve said three other times- because I don t think

that you either understand or want to understand what
m saying, but please try to get it so that we can put
this to bed.

17
18 .

We polled in this regard for a level that was
acceptable for the entity.

We have ' an entity that has

We can t handle every payor offer

limited resources.

that comes through.

If our members , if we g ot six

members out of 300 that are going to

participate.

makes no sense for us to waste time and money on that

offer.

We have to pick and choose the offers where we

can have a positive effect on the care in the community.
We have to do that.

We can '

t

do that unless we , have a
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majority of our membership that is willing to

participate through the

entity.

The participating physicians have to work through

the entity.

If it is not a contract that is appropriate

to the entity, the entity doesn t participate.

That has

nothing to do, zero, nothing, not one single thing to do
with whether the individual physicians can participate
on their own.

They are perfectly at liberty to do

that;

This deals with what is acceptable for the entity and
for the entity to use its resources.

That is what this

is about, this is not about the individual physicians.
Can I make it more clear than that?
I don' t think you can make it moYe clear than

that.
Good.
Focusing on the entity, then , the entity in your

17 .

view has the right to negotiate the price at which the

entity will take the contract; is that correct?

MR. HUFFMA :

Obj ection, lack of foundation.

The entity has no choice except to pick the
contracts that it can put together a group of

participating physicians and internal resources to
manage and service the contract.

It has to do, that one

aspect of that is whether the participating physicians
will participate, that is an aspect.
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Do you recall it being

established?

I see it in the document.
I think he '

MR. HUFFMA:

s asking you apart

from the document.

Apart from the document,

I don '

t

have any

recollection.
It says the board accepted this information and
instructed staff to use these levels as minimally

accepted fee schedules for HMO and PPO contract

offers.

Is that an accurate representation in your judgment?

That is what the document

says.

Is it an adequate representation of the facts?
I have no argument with what the document says.

What did it mean for the board to

instruct staff

quote, minimally acceptable fee

to use these levels as

schedules for HMO and PPO contract offers?

You would have to really ask the staff that, but
hat would be that things below

my interpretation of

that were not putting efforts of the and resources of

the organization into.
Did the organization ever put its efforts and
resources into a contract below their minimally
acceptable fee schedules?
I don

't

know the answer to

that.

Did the organization pick and choose which
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I, DR. JACK McCALLUM, have read the foregoing

deposition and hereby affix my signature that same is

true and correct, except as noted

above.

DR. JACK McCALLUM

THE STATE OF
COUNTY OF

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the said

wi tness , DR. JACK McCALLUM,

Given under my hand and seal of office this

day of

, 20

17

Notary Public in and for the

State of

My commission expires
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We polled the participating physicians on a
fairly regular basis, asking them about reimbursements

that they would be interested in us being the board of

That'

NTSP passing through to them.

s really the only

type of poll that I recall.

Fairly regular basis would be more than once per

year?
About annually.

The poll that you say

- - are referring

to, would

they be generally applicable?
MR. BINNS:

Objection, vague.

I don' t know what that means.

What is your understanding of the applicability
of the polls?
I don t know what -- can you define for me what

applicable" means?

What is your understanding of the purpose of the
polls that NTSP conducts?

The purpose of the poll is that

just like any

organization, NTSP has very limited resources, and our

participating physicians have asked us to help them with
contracts from payors in terms of reviewing various

facets of the contract, including,

but not limited to

reimbursement rates.

And so in order to maximize our resources, the
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one of the purposes of the polls was to know at what
level our participating physicians did not want to see

contracts because they would not be likely interested in
signing them.

Are you aware of any polls that were payor

specific1
No.
Has there ever been a poll that referred only to
a particular payor offer?
I don t think so.

Not that I' m aware of.

Going back to what I was trying to get at

earlier, generally applicable, I mean, would they be
applicable over the course of a certain amount of time

for any and all offers that came

toNTSP?

I think that is a legal definition that I' m not
comfortable answering.

Could you explain that in sort

of standard lay terms?

Once the poll has been completed, are there
results shared with the board members?

Yes.
And what does the board do with those results?
It uses them for information purposes for when
future contracts come through.

Are they tabulated or aggregated in any way?
It is a -- again, you need to define what
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Let me use your terminology.

So when you refer

to significance, the significance of it, what do you

mean?

Are you referring to the significance of the poll

results, for example?
m just

aying it may have less centrality in

their considerations what they thought on January 1st

that they were going to be contracting at on July 17th as

market condi tions change, as do circumstances change, as
their professional associations
Let me ask

you

change.

It may change.

this, given that market

conditions change, is it the case that the poll results
sometimes are accurate and sometimes are not?
, A.

I don t know.
MR. KATZ:

I really can t tell you.
I'll obj ect to the question.

foundation.

Calls for speculation; lack of

Are you aware of the minimum that Ms. Jones
filled out while you were at Ophthalmology Associates,
were you aware of that?
I was at the time.
it is now.

But I don t remember what

I couldn t tell you, I' m sorry.

At the time, did you ever enter a contract that
fell below that minimum?

Subsequent to that poll?

Is that the question

that you re asking me?

Yes.
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Subsequent to the poll, did I ever enter into a

contract that fell below that minimum, absolutely.

how subsequent?

How much after the poll

wi thin the next 12 months, I guess.

have to - documents.

It'

I' m

on thin

I haven

't

ice.

I don '

t

Agcdn, I'd

have any of the

looked at them in a long time.

s over two years since I was on the Executive

But probably within the subsequent

Committee there.

months we entered into a contract that was at a different

rate.
Can you specify which one or ones?

I suspect the PacifiCare contract with Medical
select Management.

And did that contract have both a risk and
non-risk component to it?
I don '

t

remember.

Can you give a time frame when that contract
would have been entered into by you and your associates?

It would have been more than two and a half

years ago, because that was when I was on the Executive
Commi t

tee.

But beyond that, it would be difficult.

Have you ever discussed the poll results, NTSP
roll results, at a Board meeting?
Of NTSP?

Yes.
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Not that I can remember.

Has anybody on the Board discussed them in your

presence?
No.
How about the conducting of a

poll, has that

Board meeting?
ever been discussed
Not tha t can remember.
Have the poll resul ts ever influenced

your

opinion as to what would be an acceptable rate for you to

accept?

Because it'

No.

s an aggregate of 50 different

subspecialties and people in different economic

situations.

So for me, what affects my decision as to

what I need to do factors, like, how many patients does
Is this a plan that doctors have

the insurance possess.

referred to me?

Are on what they wanted me to be on?

I have empty chairs?

It'

s like an airline seat.

nothing more expensive than an empty chair.

There

. So those

appointments are significantly over capacity if you
operating a large group are expensive.

Those are the

things that go into my decision-making process.

Does NTSP fail to messenger some proposed
contracts to its participating physicians because they
fall below the poll results, the aggregate poll results?
MR. KATZ:

Obj ection, lack of foundation.
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m not sure that I understand

that.

Why does NTSP conduct the poll?
MR. KATZ:

I think

think that it'

Obj ection, lack of foundation

this is Harry

s world again - -

I

s done in order to try to figure out at

what level, in general, there is likely to be a large
number of members that would be interested in
participating in a contract rather than using the

resources ,

the organization to create, read; propagate,

forward contracts that nobody

s going to sign up for.

Since you ve been affiliated with NTSP, has

there ever been a time, to your knowledge , when a payer
proposed a contract to NTSP that fell below the poll

results?
I don t know.

I do not know.

Does NTSP, to your knowledge, have a policy as
to what occurs if a contractual offering falls below the
poll results?

Not that I' m aware of.
Have you ever heard that a contract offering
was not sent out to participating providers because it
fell below the polled minimums?
I don t remember.

Are you familiar with the term " poll minimum,
is that something that you '

ve heard of
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best care.

And that' s the way the organization was

organized, and that was its

And at that time all of the NTSP specialists

14 : 15 : 27

14:15:32

that correct?
say at that time, which time?

were commonly taking ri sks;

14:15:35

When you

the time

14 : 15: 38

14:15:41

purpose.

to be

able

That is correct.

14:15:44

And - - and

so every practitioner within NTSP

had the same set of incentives; correct?

incentives.

14:15:55 11

They had the same set of economic

14:16:00 12

Do you have any idea what portion of NTSP'

4 : 16: 04 13
f!,

was

that correct?

accept capitation;

14:15:43
14:15:50 10

that you formed NTSP,

physicians today are members of the risk pool?

.4 : 16: 06 14

I do not.

14:16:10 15

If only a handful of physicians were members

14:16:13 16

of the risk pool, would your statement about how efficiencies

14:16:18 17

are achieved continue to apply?

MR. HUFFMA:

14:16:21 18

14:16:21 19

Objection, calls for

speculation.
m not sure I can answer the question in that

14:16:24 20

I think that what we found was that -- and what anyone

14:16:26 21

way.

14:16:31 22

who s ever been involved in m dicine is that physicians

14:16:35 23

practice one way.

14:16:42 24

that their physician practices were the best possible

14:16:45 25

practices, both economically and

And the idea was to create a structure so

medically.
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ii.

1 : 16: 50

The spillover affect was that not only in our

14:16:53

risk contracting but in our fee- for-service and our Medicare

14:16:57

and our - -

14:17:00

NTSP, all of those were affected, continue to be affected.

14 : 17: 03

BY MR. BLOOM:

things that had absolutely nothing to do with

is it your testimony that because of

14 : 17: 03

Is it

14:17:05

NTSP' s actions with respect to its

14 : 17 : 12

its practice - -

14: 17: 16

for the Medicare population was improved?

its physicians '

its risk products, that

practice of -

- of medicine

true.

14:17:20 10

I believe that to be

14 :17 :21

So having the ability to set a price above

14:17:27 12

Medicare reimbursement rate isn '

1- 4 :

achieving those efficiencies?

1 7 : 30

MR. HUFFMA:

4:17:34

m sorry.

14:17:35 15

14: 17: 37 16

t

an -- a requirement for

Obj ection to form.
Say that

BY MR. BLOOM:

Okay.

14:17:37 17

If I understand you correctly, the

14:17:39 18

benefits of MC -- of NTSP' s efficient practices, if you

14:17:46 19

flow even to the Medicare population served by its

14:17:51 20

physicians?

will,

14: 17: 51 21

I believe that to be true,

14:17:53 22

And the rates for Medicare are fixed by the

14:17:55 23

yes.

government, are they not?

14:i7:56 24

Yes.

14:17:56 25

And so even with the government fixing rates
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'-: 58 :47

MR. HUFFMA:

11:58:53
11:58:53

Thank you.

Okay.
BY MR. BLOOM:

11:58:53

What is the

this exhibit' s entitled PSN

11:58:57

Quality Management Committee Agenda , and it' s backed by

11:59:01

minutes of - -

11:59:06

correct?

of a - - of

is that

a meeting of January 17

11 :59 :07

That'

11:59:08

Are you familiar with this document?'

11:59:09

Not specifically.

11:59:12

What is the PSN Quality Management Committee?

11:59:17 12

It'

s correct.

s that committee that is charged with --

with reviewing quality issues and maintaining quality within
(i; ;;;i

:t 1 : 5 9 : 2 0

1:59:24'

the network.

And what sorts of actions does it take to

11:59:29 15
11:59:33 16

accomplish that end?

This particular meeting had to do with the

11:59:34 17

11:59:37 18-

number of case report

11 :59 :40 19

concerning those cases.

11:59:44 20

review.

11:59:50 21
11:59:52 22

- - case reviews and
That'

questions

s a sort of typical clinical

And - - and this is - - then is

a vehicle for

insuring the quality of practice within the PSN?

11:59:56 23

That'

11:59:57 24

Is there any similar effort to insure the

12: 00: 03 25

s correct.

quality of practice of the nonPSN participants?
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::00:08

The by- product of -- of this committee is

12:00:11

is the by- product of all of the quality and utilization

12: 00: 15

efforts of the PSN.

12:00:20

tend to practice in one way.

12: 00: 22

And as I told you earlier , physicians

If Dr. Cravens, who was the subj ect of one of

12:00:26

these case reviews, finds that maybe he s doing things a

12 :00 :31

little bit out of line in a PSN patient, then he s not going

12:00:35

to just do that with PSN

12:00:39

with all of the other patients.

12 : 00 : 42

issues involved here, there s a tremendous spillover to all

12:00:47 11

the rest of the practice.

12:00:51 12

:::l2 : 00: 54

c:'

patients.

He' s going to do that

The -- so that the quality

I understand that contention.

But what I'

really trying to understand is with respect to doctors who

f::

2:00:55 14

12:00:59 15

don' t in any way participate in the PSN, whether NTSP has any

similar kind of quality management or oversight?

12: 01: 03 16

We don t have any data for them , no.

12:01:50 17

Thank you.

12:01:50 18'
12:01:51 19
12:01:51 20

(Exhibit No. 1079 was referenced.
BY MR. BLOOM:

m going to show you a document previously
Please let me know when you ve had an

12:01:53 21

marked as FTC 1079.

12:01:59 22

opportunity to read through

it.

12:02:25 23

Yes;

12:02:26 24

Exhibit 1079 is a fax alert to NTSP members

12:02:30 25

and affiliates from Cherise Webster of May
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, 22

agreeing to give NTSP the right of first negotiation.

2 I' d view that as an agreement with NTSP sort of like
agreement from the outside to the center rather than
directly with another physician. '
But I would view that as an agreement not
to participate in a contract until NTSP' s

finished

negotiating.
Do you know of any doctor that actually
honored that particular provision in the PPSA?

ve not made a study of that.
So 'you have no information in that regard?

Well , that' s a different question.
13 There s a lot of evidence from the fax alerts that when

14 they get powers of attorney and otherwise tell people to

15 hold off negotiating that it seems to be successful ,and
16 that the payors believe that - and they believe that
17 limits their abilty to contract. But it' s - I don
18 have a way of tying that to specific physicians
You know if-

- name by name.

Do you know of any doctor that ever

22 refused to deal with a payor because of the provision in
23 the PPSA?
I don t

have a -

I don

t have a way of

25 tracking that by doctor, by name , by individual.

By any doctor?

By any physicians by name. ,
Apart from what you ve

seen

in the

documents concerning what happened at board meetings or
committee meetings , do you have any knowledge as to what

6 a particular doctor did when that doctor was wearing an
NTSP governance hat?

A. ' Well , beyond the NTSP documents and -

of

various kinds and the NTSP -- and the depositions , I

10 don t have any other source besides that.
Going back to the question that I had

12 asked you before , do you know of any instance in which
13 one doctor agreed with another that they would both
14 refuse to deal with' the payor?
Separately than agreeing to - with NTSP?

Let me rephrase it. Do you know of

1? ' any instance in which one doctor and another doctor

18 refused - agreed that they would turn doWn a payor's'
19 offer?
Directly with each other?

Yes.
No.

Do you know of any instance in which any

24 doctor has ever agreed with anybody that they would turn
25 down a payor's offer?

MR. BLOOM: This is argumentative. I object.
MR. HUFFMAN: Just asking for a clear answer.

MR. BLOOM: I think you got a clear answer.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. There s no document that
says your words. But my interpretation of the powers of
attorney is that' s exactly what it means. That' s the

whole response of it.

MR. HUFFMAN: Move to strike everyhing after but
as nonresponsive.

Do you know of any doctor who in fact

11 turned down a payor offer in deference to the power of
12 attorney?
Individual' doctor by name?

That' s correct.
. A.

I don t know that. Don t have a way of

16 knowingthat.
Is it commOn practice for a doctor to look

18 , to an IPA to handle discussions with a payor as to what

19 the contract is going to look like? '
That' s reasonably common I' d say.

All right. So if one gives a power of

22 attorney to an IPA to discuss with the payor what the
23 contract is going tQ look like , that' s not particularly
24 uncommon, is it? '
Well, the power of attorney part , I have

. i

. r

never heard of that before. Maybe that has happened
before. But that was -

that thing

I found kind of

striking. I think more often just the IPA deals with -with the payor, the plans and talks to them , perhaps
gives them some information.

In the case of a risk contract , of course

it often is very integrated. And IPA actually has to
take the risk , take nonrisk and make sure it' s - it'
solid enough and all those kinds of things.

MR. HUFFMAN: Would you read that back , please.
, (Record read.

12 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
Did you undertake to review which

14 , physicians accepted and which physicians rejected

15 contracts?
, A.

Actually, l did in the way to construct

17 one of the - some of the exhibits - some of
18 exhibits.
Did you -

I didn t sort of -

I didn

t focus on who

they were by name or anything. It was just used to

22 ' generate a quantitative exhibit.
Is it correct to say that you did not

24 endeavor to undertake any analysis of contracting
25 patterns?

No. I would say I did. I think that was
that was what I was doing.

the whole

What contracting pattern did you attempt

tomodel?

A. '

Well , there s basically two issues. One

is whether physicians refuse to contract at prices that
are less than the prices they communicate in the poll.
8 That' s

- that' s

very important contracting pattern

issue. Th other issue is whether NTSP members

10 systematically contract more through NTSP than through
11'

alternatives. Both of those require looking at it -- the

12 contracting by individuals.
All right. What did you determine in the

14 first instance?
That the - in the several cases where I

16 could track it that many, many NTSP physicians were
reporting in the poll a high price. And they were

actually accpting a much lower price from -

from the

payors.

So in fact, whatever they indicated in the
poll in fact did not govern their individual behavior?
Mostly it didn , yeah.

What did you determine in the second

regard?
The second regard it was that the NTSP

1.-

Yes. Whether through NTSP or otherwise.
Now, which analysis?
The analysis where you were looking at
whether or not individual physicians would take rates
that were less than what they had .indicated in the poll.

Well , there s only three examples of those
that we have data for. So there are only basically three
prices that they could -- and it' s sort of -

not sort

9" of. It is take it or leave it for those three prices.
1 0 So what we could see for those three prices where it'
not a huge variation , that most of them were stil taking

12 it regardless of what they had voted in the polls.
- 13

MR. HUFFMAN: Let' s

take a break.

(Recess.
15 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
Is messengering a ministerial task?

What' s a ministerial task? That' s

not a

term I' m familar with.

Easy.

Easy?
Yes.
I haven t really ' studied it. It seems

23 it - by messengering, you mean sort of taking the
24 information and transmitting it to a bunch of
25 individuals? That seems -- that seems fairly easy. I

1 haven t really studied the messengering.
Is messengering something that my

3 16-year-old boy could probably do?
MR. BLOOM: Objection. Vague and ambiguous.

MR. HUFFMAN: Or your 16-year-old son could
probably do?

MR. BLOOM: Stil vague and ambiguous.
THE WITNESS: Well , my youngest son s 18.. Like I
say, I haven t studied messengering. If you take a

10 document and make copies of it and mail it to people -11 actually, I don t think my son could do it that well , as
12 wonderful a kid he is.
MR. BLOOM: Do you want to have that marked?

THE WITNESS: Yeah.
MR. BLOOM: Sorr. It sticks.

THE WITNESS: So , you know, requires some

17 discipline and organization and some carefulness to do
18 that. But like I said , it' s not something I specifically
19 studied. It hasn t really come up.
20 BY MR HUFFMAN:

But the point'm getting at , it'

22 basically a clerical task that a good competent clerk
23 could take care of?
s just taking in copies and making

If it'

25 copies , a good - yeah - a good - a good - in my

1 experience , it takes a good clerk and sort of ongoing

organization. I' ve had things like that get screwed up.
So it' s a matter of sending out the offer

getting the responses back , putting them together
conveying them on to the payor?

m basically going with what your
definition of messengering is because I' m -- it' s not

8, something I' m studying. But if that' s all it is , it' s a
prett simple operation.

Is it something the payor can do itself

11 , does itself?
Yeah. Sure. Does

itself. Particularly

13 outside of California , most contracts between physicians
14 and health plans that don t have any intermediary that'
15 playing this role.
Q. "

Is there anything else involved in being a

17 messenger other than that clerical task of sending the
18 offers out, sending the responses back?
MR. BLOOM: Objection. Vague and ambiguous.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. See , that' s

where - the

21 fact I haven t really studied the messenger model or
22 messengering, I don t have really a good answer to that.
23' BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Is it fair to say you do t have an

25 opinion about messengering?

I think that' s probably correct , yeah.

Are there good reasons why a company would

not want to deal with another company?

MR. BLOOM: Objection.

THE WITNESS: You mean in -- just in general? '
MR. HUFFMAN: In general , yes.
THE WITNESS: ' Sure.

8 BY MR HUFFMAN:
What are some of those?

Prices too low. Depending on which side
of the deal is , price is too low or the price is too high

12 or don t like the -- don t like the contract and other
13 dimensions. Quality
Almost infinite number
14 of things that can go wrong in a competitive industry.
s too

low.

You don't just. like the guy. There

16 little harm in saying i' l don' t like you. I' m going to
17 deal with someone else. " It' s a competitive industry
18 with lots of alternatives.
Have you ever been involved in a Daubert

20 challenge?
ve - my reports

have been challenged.

22 I don t know if they were Daubert or not.
Cnallenged in what regard?
Tried to - what' s

the word? -

limit the

25 testimony, motions in limine. And I don t know if

nonrisk was done that way. Only risk was the NTSP
signing the risk physicians.
Going back to the question I' d ask , do you

4 ,know of any situation in which any physician had agreed
with any other physician or with anybody else as to what'
their response was going to be to the offer being

messengered?
At that stage, once the offer has been
9 messengered , I don t know of any.

Do you know of any situation in which a

11 payor apprqached a doctor prior to an offer being
12 messengered by NTSP and the doctor refused to meet or
13 discuss or negotiate with the payor?
ve seen evidence that that was a common
15 occurrence , but I don t have the names of specific

16 doctors.
Do you have any knowledge' of any specific '

18 ' instance where that occurred?
Of a specific doctor -:

Yes.
- or a specific

doctor practice? I don

22 have' that.
Have you ever done any overall analysis of

24 contracts in which NTSP chose it would not be involv
25 and how those contracts faired when they were sent

"".J"

that have sort of institutional memory of what the
practice was in the past. Kind

of everybody s gone.

3 . Everybody kind of explosively disappears at once.
In teamwork situations , is it important to

have continuity of personnel?

Oh. It' s

helpful ,

sure.

Have you ever done any work in that

regard?
That specifically, I' d say probably not.

10 Not looking at - no.
Are you familar with any of the

12 lierature on that?
At that specific level ,

at the -- I don

14 think so. At the individual ' level? Yeah. I don t think
15 so.
Is it more likely that NTSP would be able

17 , to carr over the effciency that it' s gained on the risk

18 side to the non risk side if it uses the same doctors on
19 both sets of business?
20'
. 21

Well , I think that' s

- yeah. Probably.

Because the - the main effciency ifs getting from my

22 reading of the documents in the case and depositions and
23 so on is that it' s kind of training some of the doctors
24 on the risk side to utilze less and also different
25 patterns and to use specific other doctors who are also
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effcient.
And so to the extent that physicians
behavior is at least similar when they face different
economic incentives - maybe not exactly the same

there would be some spilovers. And those doctors would
be more effcient in general in working for any plan.
Could be Medicare.

Would you expect the spilover effects to
be greater the more continuous the membership is between

10 the risk business and the nonrisk business?
Yeah. I would think there would be more

12 ' benefits in the non - for the physicians becoming more

13 effcient in the non risk business if they re in the risk
14 business. And I think there d be very limited of that
15 for physicians who were not in both.
Do you feel that an

IPA like NTSP that is

17 trying to maximize spilover has a proper incentive to
18 try to keep the, personnel the same?
MR. BLOOM: Objection; Includes testimony not in

20

the record.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. It' s not at all obvious to

22 me that NTSP' s trying to maximize spilover. And now I

23 forgot the - thinking of that part. And I forgot what
24 you said after that so
25
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1 ' which were capitation based , it was hard to figure out
what a price was because the, doctors were kind of - were

the insurance company in a sense. So anyway -

so that

was -- it was really about rates.

MR. HUFFMAN: Okay
Well; you got me confused now. Because
you sort of drifted out of rates and utilzation.

Yeah.

Let me -m getting tired.

Sorr.

Let me ask this question. Was what you

12 were saying that in an HMO situation , even though the
doctors might have had a higher rate

Rate of utilzation.
Oh. Okay. Okay.
A.

' Sorry.
I was going to unit rates.

Yeah.
So

let'

go back to unit rates.

Is

20 correct to say that in the HMO situation, the consumer
21 may be benefited because even though unit rates may be

22 higher with an , HMO
23
total medical

expense is

Sure.

Q.

, because of

It

lower

utilization , the

lower? ,

could be benefited by that.

' What literature has

analyzed
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that

,n

particular phenomenon?
I don t know of any literature. That'

why I' m eontinually talking about utilzation because

4 that' s been studied intensely. I don t know of any
literature that looks specifically at prices - say
6 prices , we have two kinds of rates -- specifically looked

at prices. But it makes perfect sense to me that that
would be the case.

Do you know of any literature on

10 spilover, spilover effects between risk and nonrisk

11 treatment?
A. . Well ,

I know there s literature on

13 spilover effects between managed care and unmanaged
14 careOkay.
- which

17 But it'

is not exactly the same thing.

s quite close.

Okay. And what is the literature shown on

19 the spilover effect
It' s

shown that in areas where there

21 ' high percntage of customers are in managed care , that

22 fee-for-service medicine is also more effcient as lower

23 costs. So there s spilovers from the manag!!dcare
24 sector - at least is the argument in the literature.
25 There s spilover from the managed care seCtor to the
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non managed care.

And this would be true even though the

nonrisk business is not subject to the same capitation
rate as they had in the risk business?

Well , almost. The -- it actually doesn

split risk versus nonrisk. It' s a cruder measure. It'
all managed care versus unmanaged care. The unmanaged
a care , it' s safe to say, is no risk and also almost no

utilzation review. The managed care has - some of

10 has risks. Some of it doesn t. Have different kind of
11 management tools other than risk.
So it' s not exactly sliced the way you

13 saying. But it' s stil the case that the non -- the
14 nonrisk nonmanaged part is getting a benefit from the-15 the managed care, part of which some of it is risk and
16 ' some of it isn

Okay. And is the assumption in that

1 a lierature that the work being done under the capitation

19 contracts is what' s really driving the effciency gains
20 on the - on the HMO side?
21 '

Well , that' s a little bit controversial.

22 My - my best - best judgment is that capitation works.
23 And also , these other utilzation review techniques that

24 don t necessarily require -

or don t

require capitation

25 are risk taking by physician organIzations or physicians.
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But those also work.

And what are some of those?

Utilzation review, pre authorization for
services. Actually, those are the main two. There
other what' s called utilzation management sometimes
, where they

for -

the plan wil track an individual physician

could be a long time.

And then he s an outlier

too high use , too high utilzation , they ll sometimes

kick him out of the plan which has been kind of

10 controversial or talk to him , try to get him to reduce
11 his utilzation.
These - many of these tools are done by

13 the plans even when they don t have capitation , even in
14 nonrisk plans , especially in California.
Well , going back to my question , is the

16 assumption in the literature showing that there s 17 there are spilover effects from HMO business to non- HMO
18 business? Is that an accurate way to say it?
Yeah. That' s a more accurate way to say

20 ' it.
And is the assumption in that that the
22, gains

that are being made from capitation work on the, HMO

23 side are causing spilover effects into the non-HMO side?
Well , I'm saying it' s broader than just

25 capitation because there s more differences than that
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these - all these other tools being used. But the
interpretation of it which - which is in the literature
is that th gains from capitation and these other more

tight utilzation controls in the HMO sector are
benefiting the non- HMO sector, the fee-far-service,

sector.
And that would be true even though the
techniques being used in the HMO side are not being used
in the non- HMO side?
Correct. That' s

the point of the

literature.
And is the work and conclusions coming out

13 , of that literature basically that a doctor treats a

14 patient and doesn t usually know what kind of plan the
15 patient is on?
Well , that' s kind of an overly strict

17- interpretation. /think the interpretation is that
18 ' there s a tendency for doctors to -

to practice not

19 exactly the same but sort of similar. And I think
20 it' s - it depends on what kind of physician and what the

21, setting is whether they know or not what kind of

22 insurance the guy has.
But there - I think there is a

24 tendency - and that' s why the spilover effect works.
25 There is a tendency for physicians if they ve learned how
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, say, control utilzation in their HMO business to
practice at least more conservatively in the
3 fee-for-service sector than they would have without that

experience. And I think that' s what the literature

shows.
And let me get into som of the details if

I can. Is the assumption that' s coming out of that
literature that if the doctor learns , for example , that

Lab X does a better, less expensive job than Lab Y that

10 they found that out because of the HMO side they were
incentivized to do that, that he sets up a pattern so

12 when he comes to an non- HMO patient he sets it up with

13 Lab X instead of Lab Y?
A.' Again , it' s not necessarily the incentive

15 It would be an administrative rule.
Or it could just be habit?

Well , habit formation is sort of what the
' interpretation of this

is about. But the original use, of

19 the - say, switching this lab to a lower cost lab. But
20 that could be because he was capitated or had some other
huge -- not necessarily huge - some other significant

22 financial incentive.
Or it could have been just because the HMO

24 just called him up and said

Look. , We use Lab X. We

- 25 want you to use Lab X.
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So it doesn t necessarily come from

capitation. But okay. I' ll leave it there.
Is there anything in the literature about

the effect that peer review has on doctors as far as

getting into him to practice more effcient , high-quality

medicine?
What do you mean by peer review?
For example , determination of outliers and

counseling them.
Yeah. There s evidence that that has some

eff ct.
What kind of literature is there out in

13 the field?
It'

s not directly my field. But there

15 literature in the health services research. Health
16 services research literature would be more-- I wouldn
17 say economists would never contribute to this literature.
18 But it' s more likely to be physicians and public health,
19 type guys who do this.
And this actually has been a subject
21 they ve

been studying for -

since I started , over 30

22 years. And there is - there s always been some evidence
23 that this has some good effects going back a long way.
Is it your opinion that the presence of

25 risk capitation contracts in the marketplace tend to have
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a beneficial effect on consumers?

Yes. I would agree with that.
Is it also your opinion that to the extent

there is spilover from those risk capitation contracts
to nonrisk business that that can have a beneficial
effect on consumers?
I think that' s

true. I also think the

managed care plans that are more administrative and don

use financial risk have a similar effect , have benefits

10 ' for the fee-for-service unmanaged side.
Is it also your opinion that to the degree

12 an IPA can maximize the spilover effect that that wil
13 tend to have a beneficial effect on the consumers?
14 '

Well, I have to think about what they

15 giving up in doing that. It' s not - that' s not so
16 obvious. Because the measured spilover doesn t even
17 require the same organization or the sama physicians. I
18 mean it' s measured at market levels. So it' s not even

19 necessarily mediated by an organizatiQn.
Well, if the IPA is intimately involved in

21 the risk contract - in fact, the contractng part - to
22 . the degree the IPA can maximize that spilover into
23 non- HMO business, that' s going to be a benefit to the

24 consumer, isn t

it?

MR. BLOOM: ' Objection. Argumentative.
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THE WITNESS: Yeah. Hypothetically. If there
some way they can do that. I' m not sure how they would
do that and what costs they would incur from doing that

or what costs consumers would. But to the extent they
could get performance in the nonmanaged sector to be

basically lower utilzation and lower costs , that would
be a benefit.

8 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
Is th re any literature concerning the

10 relative importance of utilzation management to
preventative care as far as bringing benefits to

12 consumers?
Yeah. I would say -- this is kind of a

14 summary of many years of - of research. But I would say
15 that the research by and large is that preventative care
16 is not that important - odd as that may seem -- that
17 utilzation control is a much more important aspect to
18 managed care.
Have they quantified the relative

20 importance of that to consumer benefi?
Well , not exactly. They haven t quite,

22 brought it down to that level that I know of. I mean
23 maybe there s more recent literature that I haven't seen.
24 But they haven t quite gotten that far down. So there
25 a little bit of a judgment here that I'
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m saying to
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EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)

6 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
In looking at your reports , I did not see
8 " that you posited any relevant markets in this case. Is

that correct?
That' s

correct.

And were you instructed that you should

12 not do so?
No.

Was it just what you decided not to do?
It flowed from what my assignment was.

Okay. I haven t asked you. What was your
1.7 ' assignment?

My assignment was to examine the behavior

19 of - NTSP behavior and practices and whether its effects
20 were anticompetitive. And so it wasn t necessary to get
, 21 to an analysis of that to do this -

to do posited

22 relevant market, things like that.
Have you ever - well , I know you

24 had - you ve posited relevant markets in the past, have
25 you not, in physician cases?
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, 2004

Yeah. To the extent of Kartell with

decisions.
And the work that you've done before
And also Chab - yeah. Sure. Not just
Kartell.

You had some termination cases , didn

7 you " or privilege- cases? '
Yeah , privilege cases.
And iri those, did you - where did you

10 look to determine how broadly you would draw the product
market when looking at physician practices and physician

12 specialties? m talking on the product market side.
, I'

13 We re not in geographic here.
Yeah. The product side , you know, you

15 look at various - it' , you know, various indicators of:
16 Is the training different? Talking about the different
17
18 the training different? Is the procedures they normally
specialties. That' s - I think that' s basically - is

19 , do - is that different? - Is the hospital -

hospital

20 privileges , does that differ by specialty
Then there s just kind of the general

22 background health economics literature.
What does the literature say as to how you

24 draw the lines - strke , that. Let me make a prefatory
25 statement first. You recognize, do you not, that therE:
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could be significant overlap between specialties and
between specialists and PCPs?

There can be overlap, sure.

And , for example , a PCP may do a procedure
specialist might also do if the

that a specialty

specialist gets the patient?

Sure. There are some -

there are

definitely overlaps of procedures.

EKG is a simple example; is that correct?
Urn- hum.

In the literature , is there anything that

12 talks about how you delineate a product market in
13 physician practices since a specialty may be
14 under- inclusive?

d say there s no literature directly on

16 pOint. If there is

m not aware of it.

, I'

All right. - In your work in the past, how

18 have you confronted that problem where single specialty
19 is going to be under-inclusive?
MR. BLOOM: Object to the term under-inclusive.

THE WITNESS: I' d say I haven t seen that

22 problem. I mean it hasn t risen in the matters in which
23 I've wo/1ed.
24 BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Why is that?
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Because in the cases where there

situations where it made sense to go to the level of the

specialty and not just count
(At this time Mr. Heckman
reentered the deposition room.

(Record read.

THE WITNESS: - and not just count sort of all
physicians together. One case was radiology. That'

s the

only case. But anyway, the radiology case, there didn

10 seem to be much, overlap. I mean obviously other people

can read films. But it' s really pretty specialized. And

12 I - I don t think there was any dispute.
I mean I didn t put a lot of effort into

14 trying to differentiate radiologists from surgeons who
15 might occasionally read a film or PCPs or something. I
16 don t think that was really in much dispute. So there

17 wasn t such -

that issue didn

t come up.

In case of Weiss, it was really just all

19 physician services. We didn t really distinguish. So I
20 don t think it' s - I don t think this really has come

up-22 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
In your work
- in

my work so far including in this.

Is it correct that in many of the
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specialties that -

where physicians

participate with

NTSP that there is going to be overlap between
specialties or between specialists and PCPs?

, sure. There wil be some specialties

likethat. And there wil also be some specialties where
it kind of goes the other Way where there s the

specialty, there s sub-specialists within the specialty
that are really quite different too. So it - yeah , it
goes both ways. Difference by specialty is not going to

10 be perfect in either direction in terms of economic
markets.
And did you see the work that had been

13 done concerning the crossover on CPT codes that NTSP did?
You mean that Dr. Maness did in his

15 report?
Yes.

Yeah. I did see that.

Okay. Was that a - was that a valid

19 explication of the possibilty of crossover?
Well. it' s

- there

s two levels. It'

21 it should demonstrate some crossovers where the same CPT
22 code could be done by people in different specialties.
23 It doesn t go - it takes more steps in the analysis to
24 say. well. that implies these should all be in the same
25 economic market. That'
s a different thing.
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But it does show that there s overlap in

CPT codes which is well- known. And as I say, your first
example was a fine one.

What are some of the way -

in the

work

5 you ve done previously - I know you didn t do it in this
case. But the work you

have done previously in looking

at geographic market; what methodologies have you used?
Well , the one thing I' ve done is to look
at patient flows -- particularly in hospital markets but

10 also in physician markets - where the patients come from
and inflows and outfows. That' s one thing I' ve done.

12 Another thing I' ve done is to look at how the sort of
13 regulators have chosen to divide the markets. These

14 health planning areas are one thing to look at.
Another thing is the views of the

16 participants expressed in strategic plans and their own
17 statements and -. and things like that. ' Another thing is
18 the views ,of the - of the plans. Another thing is
19
regulatory issues
20 that are not just obvious issues like what' like
the - for the plans also; the sort of

21, plans

licensed in Massachusetts can t sell policies in

22 Rhode Island and things like that.
And I gather you haven t done any ofthat

24 in this case?
Well , I' ve talked to payors. I' ve gotten
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In looking at Dallas and Tarrant County,

are you aware that 40 percent of Tarrant County
population is right at or near the Dallas County line?

Well , I saw that in Dr. Maness s

report.

And I have made no independent investigation. So
assuming he s right about that.

And the prior work that you ve done , does
a - the presence of an

intermediating factor like that

have a tendency to unite two areas?

MR. BLOOM: Objection. Doesn t - there s no
1 t testimony that there s an intermediating factor.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. I think you mean -- what do

13 you mean by intermediating factor?
14 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
An intermediating factor would be here

16 because they live on the county line , they could go to
:1? any in either county.

You mean because they live in. that'

19 location?
That' s

correct. You understand the-'

geographically -

Yeah.
-- Fort WorthlDallaslMid-Cities?

Yeah.
Okay.
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So these guys are in or around Mid- Cities?
That' s

correct. Fort percent of the

Tarrant County population is.

Yeah , yeah. Well , these things do depend
to some extent on distance. So to the extent that you
have more people in the middle , it goes in the direction

any way of uniting the two, markets.

Q. '

Have you ever had a situation where you

defined a geographic market in a metroplex area like

10 Dallas/Fort Worth where there s a lot of crossover due to
commuting patterns?

Well , I' ve never defined a market in such

13 a big city. I think the biggest might have been

- York

14 Pennsylvania was the biggest one. And King City,
15 California was the smallest. And it' s really small. So
16 I don t believe I' ve ever done it in such a big area. ,
Do you understand conceptually that

18 commuting patterns like that will tend to unify the
19 various areas?
I think they would go in that direction to
21 some extent , sure. So would shopping patterns.

Exactly. That there would tend to be an

23 arbitrage effect because the policyholder could chose to
24 be treated near his home or near his place of work?
Sure. There s some of this.
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When you were talking to payors

think -- it looked like you talked sort of Dallas versus

Tarrant County. Did you talk about any counties other

than Dallas and Tarrant Counties?
Not very much. I may have asked have asked them if there were ' any other

I may

counties that

possibly competing with Tarrant County or something like
that. But not - I don

t have a specific memory of doing

that.
Are you familar with the literature that
as you move lip in the rank from primary to secondary to

12 tertiary that the geographic markets tend to spread?
, sure.
And what kir:d of analysis in the past have

15 you done in that regard?
Well , I've looked at patient flows a

17 little bit. I' ve looked at patient flows by different
18 what do you call them? - different diagnostic
19 categories.
Okay. What have you noticed?
Well , as you get to the -

22 diagnostic categories, you get

the

more exotic

furter travel - on the

23 average , people travel further.

I mean as you get up to quaternary, you

25 could cover an entire state , couldn t you?
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Well , there s certainly a level - you
could cover the entire state or the world when you get to
the exotic transplant things that can only be done in

certain parts of the world. Quaternary is - it' s
of il-defined.

But there' s certainly - there

6 , of really exotic

sort

s a level

things that can only be done in few

places where you get to huge , huge market areas and
8' probably

where every single firm that does it would

probably have market power.

In the neurosurgeon case you did , the
Frank case , you were saying you thought it was somewhere
12 50 to 20 miles. And I can t remember. What town
. is that

13 in?
I think it' s probably Portland. Butl'
not exactly sure.

Portland, Oregon?

, no. Maine.

Maine?
Maine.

All right. The reason I' m asking about

, 21 it

, I'

wondenng

22, narrow

why you narrowed it. Fift miles seems

for a neurosurgeon geographically.

MR. BLOOM: Did you say 50 or 15?

MR. HUFFMAN: Fift.
MR. BLOOM: Did you say 50 or 15?
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. THE WITNESS: Fifty.

MR. BLOOM: Five zero?
THE WITNESS: Five zero. Well , my understanding

from talking - mostly in talking to Dr. Frank because
this was , you know, such a hurred thing is if -

this

is -- this maybe sounds unduly modest for a doctor. But
he was saying the neurosurgery he did was not that

exotic; It was not something people would come in from
long distance.

10 BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Have you ever done zip code analysis on

12 physician practices?
You know, I think I must have someWhere
14, along

the line. I think I did the Chabra.

Chabra? Do you recall what you found?

16 That was the radiology case?
Yeah. It was a radiology case. I found

18 that roughly speaking it was something like - I' m not
19 exactly remembering the numbers. But certainly the

20 majority - maybe 60 or 70 of the people - went to Mee
21 Memorial Hospital , a little hospital in the town , went
22
went maybe 20 30 miles in
23 each direction.
to - the planning area that

This is a King case?

Yeah. King City case. That' s very rural.
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I gather because you did not do - you
2 didn t define a relevant market -- a posited relevant

3 market , you have not done any concentration ratios?

Right.
Have you done concentration ratios in the

past?
sure.
Okay. And what' s the last one you did?

9 Was it the merger analysis? Or is that just because it'

10 at the bottom of the list it may be the oldest rather
11 than the newest?
It'

s not the newest. The newest is

13 probably -- I think there s one in RTI. Yeah. There
14 must be. Retractable Technologies' one. Certainly. was
15' one in Bourns vs. Raychem which was very easy and most

16 the time periods because Raychem had everyhing, at least
17 accepting my definition of the product.
m sorr. What - what was the most

19 recent?
Most recent would be Retractable

21 Technologies.
Okay. And in that did you use the
23' Herfndahl methodology or some other methodology?

I think I just did concentration ratios.

25 I may have also done Herfndahl'
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how those come out. That' s a factor - I haven t done

any specifcally in this case. I mean for -- well . now-

3 , screwed -- forgot my own preposition. I haven t done
anything specifically about that in this case. But it'
from my background knowledge about demand for health care
that I know that.

Okay. What do you recall from your
backgrC?und knowledge?
The , elasticity are on the order of -

10 That' s quite inelastic.
Have you done any analysis of entry in

12 this case?
Not specifically for this case.
Q.

Have you done work previously about entry?

Yes. I discussed entry in the Karlell

16 case. And I' ve discussed the effects of entry in

- in

17 my book. In the Kartell case , I actually was able to get
18 some numbers. In niy book, it' s more of a theoretical

19 summary.
In your book , what do you say?
I talk about the fact that entry can

22 because of the nature of the physician markets , entry
23 sometimes does not equilbrate - doesn t equal across
24 price areas.
Q. ' Okay. Can you explain that a little more?
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selected - any doctor

who otherwise you didn t know

about who participated in that poll 3 didn t

- you would

or even

- you would guess ,

if he

well , he

probably not going to take that really low offer.
Well , but the doctors don t know what the

range of responses is to an NTSP poll. You nderstand
that, don t you?
Yes , yeah. That' srtrue.
And you understand that the only
information that was given to the board was what the

mean , median. and mode was of all of the MR BLOOM: Objection.
13 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
- of the

responses across all

15 specialties?
MRBLOOM: And the, objection is foundation. And

17 I don t believe that' s an accurate statement of the

18 evidence.
(Record read.
THE WITNESS: I believe Karen Van Wagner has

21 claimed that once or twice in the deposition. But I
22 don t know if that proves it but.23 BY MR HUFFMAN:
Do you have any information to the

25 contrary?
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MR. HUFFMAN: Okay. Move to strike

nonresponsive.
You changed into the conditional. My
question was: Do you know of any situation in which one
doctor knew what another doctor was going to do in

response to a payor offer?
Knew with certainty?
That' s

correct.

I don t think so. Maybe that' s happened.

10 But I don t know any way I would know it' s happened. Do you feel there s any value to someone

12 conducting a poll of what contract rates have been with
13 payors in a given market?
Just what prices have been in

That' s

correct.

- pastthings?

, 17

MR. BLOOM: Objection. Vague and ambiguous. You

18 can answer if you understand the question
THE WITNESS: Okay. Did you say poll or survey?

20 I forgot the
BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Either one

Okay.
Do you see a distinCtion?
m -not

seeing one right now.
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Okay.
But I' m not seeing how you could do it in

a poll. I think it would have some value to some market
participants to know what the other --other PPOs and
other plans are, paying. And

and I would be -

would surprise me if -

if the contracting

atleast

offcers and the major plans didn

it

t have some idea of

8 that , whether it' s from surveys or some other sources.
And an accurate survey would help them , I would think.

All right. So when you say the plans
11 you re assuming that the payors $urvey and know what the

12 other payors are paying in the local area?
I would be surprised if they didn t have

14 some idea of that. That would be one of the market

15 research things I would expect them to do as part of
16 their jpb and - and that they would like , to know that.
And would you assume that physicians

18 similarly. would like to know what other physicians are

19 getting?
A.'

Sure. I think they would like to know

21 that.
All right. And providing more information

23 to the marketplace often can cause a more effcient use
24 of resources , can it not?
Sometimes it can. But it' s a double-edged
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sword. It could also make it easier to get less
competitive outcomes.

And isn t it true that there are
circumstances where having information about what other
physicians are getting can benefit competition?

I could imagine there could be. But I
think typically it' s not that way. I think it' s more

that improving information among competitors about what
9, other

competitors are doing typically tends to reduce

10 competition ,

make it less intense.

On the other hand , having the competitors

12 know about what' s going on on the opposite side of the
13 market - so having the sellers know more what' s going on
14 with the buyers , what their activities are , what their
15 inte
, what their technology is , that' s likely to
16 be more helpful.
st is

So most likely the double-edged sword

18 is
s where the information changes , whether ifs
19 information about the rivals or information about your
20 customers that's being sent to you or given to you in an
- that'

easier way.

Do you think that the collection and'

23 dissemination of information about health care market
24 , conditions can have a potential to enhance competition?
It could. But I' m saying it' s a
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,:i

double-edged sword.

And that would be true whether or not it
was information being gathered and provided to the payors
or information being gathered and given to the providers?
I think it could , yeah.
:1'

And -It' s possible.

And in fact , it is relatively common , is
it not, for market participants to seek and obtain that

10 kind of information?
Yes.
Q., And in fact , there are things that even

13 the FTC does to encourage tDat kind of conduct?
MR. BLOOM: Objection.

THE WITNESS: I don t know about that part.
MR. HUFFMAN: All right.
But the literature -

there is literature

18 is there not, saying that there can . be
19 benefit to competition by removing those information
20 asymmetries?
a potential

Well, there 's certainly literature that

22 says that there can be an improvement to competition and
23 economic effciency more generally by reducing
24 information asymmetries usually by buyers and sellers. I
25 would say that.
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proposals to doctors?
Oh. I think there s a potential benefit
in that.

And what is the potential benefit?
Well . it' s assuming that it' s done well

to - some of this can be -

can avoid

repetition. So

one physician practice wouldn t have to have this lawyer
8' check it and another one have this lawyer. Especially

for something simple where the practices are -- at least

10 how they function legally is similar enough. You might
be able to economize on legal resources by doing that.

Are there huge diseconomies in having each

13 physician conduct his or her own contract with you?
I doubt it. Because most physicians are

15 not practicing as individuals anyway. They re groups.
Well , there are huge diseconomies by

17 having , each practice group eacH conduct their own
18 contract reviews?
MR. BLOOM: Objection.
THE WITNESS: I wouldn t say there s huge

diseconomies.
22 BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Huge overlap?

There s some overlap, sure.
140 times?
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Sure. But remember, they also review it

when they go - after it goes through NTSP. They re not
just saying whatever NTSP says goes , at least for the
non risk contracts.

For the risk contracts since they

signed up to go with NTSPin a mandatory way, that'

different.

Is there a significant benefi for

8 , physicians having a common contract review?
I think there s some benefit.

Is there any literature on ' this subject?
I don t

- not that I

know of.

Were you given any guidance by complaint

13
ny assumption as to whether or
14 not NTSP had an obligation to make available the network
counselor did you have

15 it had put together for its risk contracts to payors for

16 non risk contracts? ,
I don t think I got any guidance on it.
18,

From an economic standpoint, would there

19 be any rationale for NTSP, to basically make that network

20 available without any compensation to the payors?
Well , to the extent there was -

I -- you

22 mean for NTSP to do it
Correct.
- itself

rather than just let the payors

25 do it? Well , if there was some slight economy -- not
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Oh. Okay. Did you have access to what
the other doctors other than NTSP participating
physicians had signed up with with the plans?

, no. It was just NTSP.

Okay. If you were a plan and you were
going to go out and activate providers for your network
is it correct to say that you would need to increase your

price in order to get more participation?
All else the same , I think that -

10 If you wanted - if you had some -

yeah.

some price at some

level and you wanted to get more , you could either --

12 well , you could raise your prices or send Ol,t contracting

13 agents to sort of encourage - to talk to people
14

negotiate or something. But raising your price would be,

15 one approach
Is it common when a payor's talking to an

17 IPA to find out what price they need to set to activate
18 as many doctors as the plan wants to get?
Well , I don t know if it' s common for them

20 to talk about it. It would be useful informatio
Useful information to the payor?

Yeah.
And so , for example, if one wanted to

24 activate a majority ofthe doctors in a particular panel,
25 that price would probably be higher than the price that
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would be needed to operate only -

to activate

onlya

few?
Probably. I expect you would get more
people signing on at a higher price.
, for example , if a payor had indicated

to you that they had some direct contracts out tnat
7 wouldn t necessarily tell you what price that payor would

have to use in order to activate more physicians in the

marketplace?
Well , that' s true. It wouldn

necessarily say they could get more physicians at that

12 price if they wanted them.
In fact , you would expect that the price

14 would have to be higher?
Well , it depends whether they were taking

16 , all of the physicians they wanted to at that price. A

1! lot of payors don t do that. A lot of them want to pay
18 on a list smaller. At least in most places. Texas may

19 have some regulation that doesn t allow them to do that.
20 I' m not sure. Couple states have had that.
But the payor has a certain amount of

22 doctors and wants to activate more doctors than what it
23 had gotten through its direct contractng efforts,
24 economics and common logic would say to pay a higher
25 price to get more doctors?
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BY MR. HUFFMAN:

Based on the work that you ve done
considering physician practices , is it your experience

that the more sought-after physicians often seek and
obtain higher rates?
I would say that' s generally true. '

And so there may be a perceived quality

difference And following basic economic theory, higher
quality wil often lead to a higher place?
1.0

I think that' s

correct.

Have you ever done an analysis as to what

12 the prices would be to activate some of these more highly
13 sought-out physicians that participate from time to time
14 with NTSP?
Well , I think you can -- you can get at

16 that with a comparison of prices that we did of what
what Cigna thought it would have to payor did have to

18 pay the physicians who were in NTSP when they converted
19 over, things like that. I don t know if that' s exactly

20 your question or not.
Yean. I mean did you - it really wasn

22 Did yotJ ever analyze what rates the highly sought-after
23 physicians were getting whether they went through NTSP or
24 not?
I didn t have any way of identifying them.
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FTC- NTSP- Cigna 002054 -- scratch that.

MR. BLOOM: Delighted.

3 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
FTC- NTSP- Cigna 001991 through 002054 , can
you tell me what this is and how you used it.

Well , I believe we just -

yeah.

7 , Actually, I don t remember what we used this for. . I'
sitting here. I just don t remember. Could look through

9 my report if it' s cited or something;! That might refresh
10 my memory. Doesn t seem to be cited. Yeah. I just--

11 I' m blanking on what we used it for if we used it. ,
Okay. Is it your understanding that NTSP

13 did not have the righf to bind any individual physician
14 on nonrisk contracts?
That' s my understanding.

That the physician would always tiave the
independent right later to either accept or reject a

18 contract?
That' s my understanding.
Is another way of saying that that NTSP

21 had no authority to collectively negotiate and bind the
22 contract for t e physician?
MR. BLOOM: Objection. Form.
THE WITNESS: I would

I would say it has the

25 right to collectively negotiate it, and it certainly did.
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ones voted not for the minimums to be higher but for that
2 , category that

was taken?

(At this time Mr. Hekman
reentered the deposition room.

MR. HUFFMAN: Th

s right.

THE WITNESS: Oh , yeah. That would be 56 over

200 something for the HMO. And then for the PPO , it' d be
99 over - it' s got to be roughly the same number, 200
9 something. ' That' s in 2002. Then in 2001

' it'

s-

10 actually, I don' t remember what happened to that
11 category.
The voting of the whole is a little lower.
, 2001 you get 106 out of - again ,

must be around 200

14 voting for the HMO for that slice that ,ended up being the
15 board minimum. And then for PPO you get 70 over. That
16 must be around 200 something. So you can figure it out
17' from

there.

18 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
, 19

Now, I' m looking at what you tabulated

20 here. Are you tabulating the PSN physicians who actually
21 sent back responses or everybody who sent back a
22 '

response? '

Everybody.

All right. So this would be -

for

25 example , looking at 2002, Exhibit 8A , looking at the HMO
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would be 56 out of some 600 would have voted for what
ended up being the board minimum?
Well , if you divide by the -

the total

number of physicians , it would be 56 over 5- something or

600.

So less than ten percent?
Well , yeah. Because the response rate is
so bad.

How do you know that the physicians ever

10 reached a consensus on 125 if it was less than 10
11 , percent?
That' s the whole function of NTSP as an

13 organization. They get this voting in: The board meets.
14 And the board adopts the board minimums. That' sthe

15 consensus.
But there s no consensu in the underlying

17 vote data?
The organization arrves at the consensus.

19 That' s one of the functions of the NTSP I historically one

20 of the functions.
NTSP makes a decision but

MR. BLOOM: Argumentative.

23 '

MR. HUFFMAN: Not argumentative at all. J'

24 looking at the data.
Jsn t it true that when you look at how
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:J .

the physicians actually voted that what the board ended

up choosing was something that only 16 percent or fewer
of the physicians indicated that they agreed with?
Well , that' s taking account of the fact

that -

there

s two problems with that. One is that it'

not taking account of the fact that only about less than
half of them voted. , So we get lots of nonparticipants in

the voting altogether. The other thing is it depends on
how narrow you slice it.

You know, if the voting had been on sort

11 of one percent levels , you d probably get almost nobody
12 voting on exactly what would be chosen. I don' t think
13 that' s a very meaningful thing. But the Whole function

14 the whole system works to get a consensus for bargaining,
15 out of the whole process including the voting process
MR. HUFFMAN: Okay. Move to strike as

17 nonresponsive.
i '

Isn't it correct to say that every time a

19 vote was taken , 16 percent or fewer of the NTSP

20 physicians cast votes that, agreed with the position that
21 the board took?
MR. BLOOM: Objection. Foundation.
THE WITNESS: No , no. I wouldn t say that.

24 BY MR. HUFFMAN:

56 as compared to 60P?
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Well , it's one thing to say what would be

2 my preference or what the minimum should be for the whole
organization. It' s another thing to say I disagree with
how the organization chose out of what it saw when it'

putting together the preferences of lots of different

sellers and not just me. See? Do you understand the
difference I' m making?

Well , you re actually sort of drifting off

, 9 the

question. My question asks

specifically: Based on

10 the votes that were cast . isn t it true that 16 percent
11' of the NTSP participating physicians ca st votes that were

12 in accordanc

with what the board took' as its minimum?

Sixteen percent of the total which is much

14 higherpercentage of the people who voted cast a vote
15 that the board minimum should be in that slice where the
16 board actually picked it.
All right. And isn t it true that that
18 didn t change based on any of the data that you saw that

19 in fact 2002 there were fewer- a smaller percentage of
20 the NTSP doctors who cast.a vote that was in line with
21 what the NTSP board chose?
m sorr. I lost all the predicates. '

23 But it' s - in 2002 , the percentage of either of the
24 people who voted or the total who voted for that slice
25 which is exactly where - what the board picked as a
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Is the building of social solidarity
important to the maintenance of a cartel?

A.'

Yes. i I think so. Especially this kind.
If you have significant mechanisms for

building and maintaining social solidarity, can the
cartel continue without overt policing efforts?

Yes. I believe so.

MR. BLOOM: I have nothing further.

EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
" Going back to

the questions about

14, policing; can you name for me even one instance in all

15 the work that you and your associates have done on this
16 case in which any physician was punished by NTSP?
For violating the collective norms or

18 contrcting or some - going around the cartel? Or do
19 you mean for anything?
Q. , No. Punish in relation to the cartel that

21 you have mentioned.
This is the same answer that I gave

23 before. I don t know of an example other than these
24 cardiologists getting ,attention brought to them. And
25 then as I said, the punishment
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You consider that punishment?

MR. BLOOM: I appreciate if you let him finish

the question before you make the grimace at his response.
MR. HUFFMAN: WellTHE WITNESS: WellMR. HUFFMAN: ' -

he

was confrontating his own

7 , earlier testimony. Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: That' s what I want -- it' s meant to
bring social pressure to bear against those guys. ' And

10 that could be construed as punishment.
BY MR. HUFFMAN:

What is the definition of policing that

13 industrial organizational econ9mists use?
It means detection and punishment like the'

15 police would do.
And how is punishment normally defined by

17 10 economists? :
18'

I don t think there s a normal definition

19 of punishment.
Do you know of any economic punishment

21 that bad ever been meted out against NTSP by anybody
22 because of a violation of the alleged cartel?
In terms of an individual , that' s the bad

24 example. That' s the only thing. know of in terms of any
25 ' individual physician groups or physicians.
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What punishment was done against the

cardiologists?
Social pressure was brought by their

colleagues. That would be my expectation. That would be
,I

5 my

expectation. That' s

the point of bringing it up and

criticizing them. But that' s all.
MR. HUFFMAN: Move to strike as nonresponsive.
What economic punishment was done against
the cardiologists that you know of?
I think I just answered it.

You were talking about something. But I'

12 asked for economic punishment.
That was my answer.
What economic punishment was brought that

15 actually hurt them?
MR. BLOOM: Asked and answered. Argumentative.

THE WITNESS: There s no way I can track whether

18 ' it hurt them. But my belief.is that that was brought up

19 in order to get social pressure on these - on the
20 Cardiologists for going -- for contracting around the
cartel.

22 BY MR. HUFFMAN:
Well , the cardiologists had already left.

24 You understand that, don t you?
I don t understand that. I don t know
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that.
Did the cardiologists ever come back?

My understanding is they left at some

point. I don t know if they came back. They had left at
the time of that letter?
Yes.
I didn t know that.

Did the cardiologists even lose $1 of

9 ' income as a result of anything NTSP did?'
I don t know that The -- the letter

11 would - I think would be intended to discourage people
12 from using them. But there s not -- I don t - there
13 no way I have evidenc;e to track whether that happened.
14 That would be hard to measure anyway if you have the best
15 evidence.
You ind icatedthat

spilover occurs from

11 HMO business to non- HMO business; is that correct?
Yeah.
Whether or not the non- HMO business is

20 being done by the same people who are doing the HMO
business?
Right. Whether it' s the same

23 organizations or same physicians.
So based on that .lterature, you would

25 expect there to be some spilover from the NTSP PSN
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physicians to the NTSP physicians who were not PSN?
I would expect that and some spilover to
physicians in that whole geographic area , Tarrant County.

Would you expect there to be more

spilover effects from the PSN physicians who were doing
the HMO work under the capitation contract to their

7 non- HMO practice by the same physicians?
More for them than the ones who were not

in PSN? ,
That' s

correct.

I would expect that.

But you would expect spil overs in both

13 instances based on the literature?
Based on the literature , I would expect

15 spilovers to the area regardless.
, a. ' And you were talking about notes. And I

17 think I tried to give you as full an opportunity to tell
18 ' me anything you

recall about the conversations you, had

19 with the payors and others for which you have notes. Is
20 there anything else you can recall?
Not as I' m sitting here.

Q. ' Have you and counsel had a full

23 opportunity to talk about those conversations so that you
24 would have your recollection refreshed?
MR. BLOOM: I' m not on the stand. And so he
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..1
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Okay.
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1 i
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No.
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Yes.

11:12:44 17

What were they?

11:12:49 19
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rol e in the
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11:12:4116.

11:12 :46

later.

NTSP and Sel ect?

11: 12:22 13

11:12:41 15

i\;;

aware of those

allegations?

11:12:07

11:12:22 12

What discussions did you

have?

As I sai d before, NTSP approached Aetna about
doi ng a di rect cont ract between thei r organi zat i on and

11:12:58 21

Aetna.

11:13:03 22

ri sk cont ract

Initially the discussions revolved around a

11:13:09 23

Tell me about those , if you will.

11:13:11 24

Oh, there were a se

11:13:16 25

ect Was

physicians.

fi rst become

When di d you

11:12:04

11:12:09

all egati on, that Sel

having problems with paying

11:12:00
11:12:03

ng physi ci ans?
That was the

11 : 11 : 55

ng probl ems

i es of meeti ngs,

discussions, contract proposals , e-mails, multiple
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This page of the Exhibit is not
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document.
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COUNTY OF DALLAS
STATE OF TEXAS
I, Davi d B. Jackson , RDR , cert

i fi ed

shQrthand reporter in and for the State of Texas, do

hereby certi fy that
capti on hereto are

the facts as stated by me in the

true; that there came before me the

aforement i oned named person, who was by me

dul y

sworn

to testify the truth concerning the matters in

cont roversy in thi

s cause; and that the exami nat i on was

reduced to wri ti ng by computer transcri pti on under

my

supervision; that the deposition is a true record of
12 '
lll!t

the testi mony

li)

gi ven by

the wi tness.

I further certi fy that I am neither
attorney or counsel for, nor related to or employed by,

any of th parti es to the , acti on in whi ch thi
16.

s

deposition is taken, and further that I am not a

rel ati ve or employee of,

any attorney

counsel

ot

employed by the parties hereto , or financially
interested in the action.

Gi ven under my hand and seal of

offi ce

thi s, the

. d ack

n, RDR
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20 '
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Apri 1 L. Struck,

styl ed and
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RPR, a Certi fi ed Shorthand Reporter in

and for the State of Texas, pursuant to the
!Jit

Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure.
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New York , New York 10004
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DAVID ROBERTS

15:06:56

question.

15:07:24

2001 .

15:07:44

(By Mr. Huffman)

No.

m sorry.

I don '

What changes were there

ri s k re i mbu rsement s t ructu re in

15: 07: 48

were made in the

15:07:50

first couple of years you were on the job in Dallas?

15:07:56

Actuall y, there were no changes to that

the

ri sk

15:08:00

arrangement after I arri ved.

15:08:06

wi th Med Sel ect was at the end of May, and at that

15:08:10

poi nt I was concerned about some of the

Again, my first meeting

thi ngs that

15:08:22 12

heard and contacted our fi nanci al area and asked them
to exp di te a fi nanci al audi t , whi ch occurred wi thi
two weeks and - - and thi s contract began to unravel

15:08:30 13

either through TDI oversight, which began in July, or

15:08:36 14

bankruptcy on - -

15:08: 40

June ,

15:08:44

fi 1

15: 08 : 14 1 0

15:08:18 11

1

ate June.

actuall y, I thi nk that
st. have been Jul y.

Was that JUl y

15:08:46 18

Jul y of - - I'

15:08:56 20

to fi gure out - Okay.

So I gather by

15:09:10 22

difficulties within that?

15:09:18 25

ooki ng at

Late July they

these dates tryi

that woul d have been

would have been

15:09:18 24

ed in

2000?

15:09:06 21

15:09:14 23

fi 1

ed bankruptcy.

15:08:44 17

15:08:52 19

was

re of a lot

2001.

vi rtue of your audi
of the internal

The difficulty we saw was in the

t

financial

statements.
Were you one of the ones who uncovered the

214- 855- 5300

UAR
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you

DAVID ROBERTS

15:09:24

embezzl ement?

They di d fi

15:09:30

in the audit.

15:09:34

reported to me.

Okay.

15:09:40

That week of June

15' :09:42

2000?

15:09:46

2000 - - must be 2001.

15:09:48

Oh, 0 kay .

And it was

When was that embezzl ement found?

12th.

Let me g6

back.

Becau se

maybe I

mi sunderstood

15:09:52

I , thi nk my

15:09:54

Okay.

15:09:56

dates may be off a

ll clean that up in the

Let I S

15:09:58
15:10:02

you - -

15:10:06 16-

summer of 2000.

year.

But --

review.

go back and tal k about

it now.

So when

you said you came , what , in May of 2000

been 2001.

15:10:06

It woul d have

15:10:08

Okay.

15:10:12

Ri ght.

15: 10: 12

All right.

15:10:22

back , you heard some thi ngs.

15:10:24

MSM?

15:10:24

d not part i ci pate

I di

nd that, yes.

15:09:36

15:09:52

i;t

nt.

The team that was

15:09:26

To - - you came back to

And then

Actuall y, I di dn

't

15:10:30

and we rai sed some quest; ons.

ad a me

, UAR

tin g wit h the

And we - -

2001?

came

hear about

hear anythi ng.

meeting with them.

214- 855- 5300

ri ght after you
What di d you

15:10:26

I h

Dall as in

I had a

ir

0 f f

ice r ,

I was

800- 44-

7718

DAVID ROBERTS

\0.%

contacted our fi nanci al
audit as soon as possible.

15:10:40

concerned and at that poi nt

15:10:44

area and said I need an

15:10:52

we had been doi ng ongoi

15:10:58

the Texas

15:11:02 5

any type of ri sk

15:11:04

and thi ngs

15:11:08

al ready moni

pardon me - - as part of

ng -

regul ati ons, there
that have to be

reported.

ti es in
processes

1 i

And we were

were they paying cl ai ms.

You don '

15:11:12

are accountabi

arrangement and moni tori ng

tori ng

t al

ways have cl ai m issues here

15:11:14

and there.

15:11:18 '

didn

15:11:20 11

in May there were discussions about changes in the

15:11:24 12

15:11:26 13

contract , and thi s contract
been ess than a year

15:11:36 14

it precipitated in an audit.

15:1

:38 15

15:11:42 16
15:11:46 17

But

Were there trans at that poi nt , no.

t hear any of those

things.

01 d

Okay.

But in that meeti ng

at that poi nt woul d have

Just created concerns, and

So then Aetna did the audit.

The June

12 audi t uncovers the embezzl ement, and I guess a

, number of cash

fl ow probl ems; is that correct?

15:11:48 18

Correct.

15:11:50 19

Di d ' you make

15:11:50 20

Yes.

15:11:52 21

Okay.

report

Then TDI came

to TDI?

and put them under

15:11:54 22

supervi si on; is

15:11:54 23

That I S

15:11:56 24

Some time

15:11:56 25

Now, whether we i nst i gated that or some other

that correct?

correct.

214- 855- 5300
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DAVID ROBERTS

15:12:00

party, I don

15:12:04

Jul y.

I t

know.

We reported

Okay.

15:12:06

But TDI showed up

anyone had request

15:12:16 5

there of MSM?

it.
d an audi t

15:12:16

Not that I I m aware

15:12:1B

Okay.

No.

15:12:24 10

Okay.
wou 1 d

15:12:32 14
, 15: 12: 32

or to the ti me

of.

Were you aware that NTSP had requested

Woul d that be somethi

MS. BRUMBAUGH:

rig Dr. Jagmi

on;

the questi

How woul d he know that?

I don t know the answer to

(By Mr. Huffman)

A 11

that.

ri ght .

di scussi ons went ori between Dr. Jagmi

15:i2:40 17

the need for an audit or MSM

15:12:44 18

is the person we

So whatever
n

and NTSP'

di ffi cul ti es

about

, Dr. Jagmi

shoul d be aski ng?

15: 12: 46

Yes.

15:12:54 20

TDI then puts MSM under

Because I don t have knowl edge.

supervi si on.

Then TDI

15:13:02 23,

shortl y thereafter goes into bankruptcy; is that
correct?
TDI took over the supervi si on and began

15: 13: 06

working with the parties to restructure the

15:13:10 25

rel ati onshi p wi th all the parti

15:13:02 22

n

Obj ecti on to the form of

15:12:36 16

15:12:5B 21

you got

know?

15:12:26 12
15: 12: 2B

pri

an audit?

15:12:24

15:12:26 11

of

And were you aware. as to whether or not

15: 12: 12

15: 12: 20

fi rst part

\Sl%%

214- 855- 5300

UAR

es i nvol ved and actuall
800- 44- 7718 '

y
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DAVID ROBERTS

15:13:18
15:13:24
15:13:32

had a meeting to try to finalize that arrangement and
I t

for whatever reason wasn

was the

, next

Okay.

15:13:52

1 i

ng for bankruptcy.

Going back

s is

15:13:58

and thi

15: 14 : 00

come until after

15:14:04

tree.

15:14:08

structure, would that

15:14:10

know?

if we can , to Exhibit 3112

now that I understand that you
thi

s,

in

di dn

barki ng up the wrong

I'

maybe

But any changes

the ri sk rei mbursement
Jagmin would

be something Dr.

MS., BRUMBAUGH:

15:14:10 10
15:14:12 11

fi

successful, and the very

Obj ect to the form of the

question.

15:14:14 12

I f

15:14:20 13

(By Mr. Huffman)

in,

there

knowl edge, Dr. Jagmi n woul d know.

is

A 1 i

15:14:24 14

came

15:14:26 15

structure had changed over the

had you looked at how the

I'

15:14:40 16

ri ght .

trying to recall.

I t
I don

at what the hi stori

15: 14: 52

what we were dealing with at that

Let me go

rei mbursement

ast year?

Ih14:46 17

15:14:54 19

cal rei mbursements
back.

And when you

I thi nk

recall

had been

ooki ng

pri or to

point.
you i ndi cated

that

15: 15: 00

June of 2001 the cont ract between Aetna and MSM was

15:15:06 21

onl y about a

15:15:08 22
15: 15: 12 2

15:15:12 24

15:15:16 25

A.

year 01

It was a renewed cont ract, and

about a year

01

Okay.

I thi nk

was

it

yes.

d,

And based on

that,

is it

your be

1 i

that the rate structure between Aetna and MSM had

214- 855- 5300

UAR
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DAVID ROBERTS

COUNTY OF DALLAS
STATE OF TEXAS

, April L.

Struck , RPR , certified

shorthand reporter in and for

the- State of

Texas, do

hereby certi fy that the facts as stated by me in the

capti on hereto are true;

that there came before me the

aforementi oned named person, who was by me
to testi fy

truth concerni

the

controversy in thi s

du1 y

sworn

ng the matters in

cause; and that the exami nati on was

reduced to wri t i ng by computer t ransc ri pt i on

under my

supervision; that the deposition is a true record of
the testimony given by the witness.

I further certify that I am neither
attorney or counsel for , nor re1 ated to or employed by,

any of the parties to the action in which this

deposi ti on is
r e 1

18 '

at i ve 0 r

taken, and further that I am not a

em p 1

yeea

f

an y at tor n e

y0r

co un

s e 1

employed by the parties hereto, or financially

interested in the acti on.
Gi ven under my hand and seal of offi ce on

this ,

the 9th day of February, A. D., 2004.

II .

April

. Struck , RPR, CSR 7535

Expiration Date: 12/31/2004
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In the Matter of the

North Texas Special ty
Physicians.

Docket No. 9312

ORA DEPOSITION

OF

DR. MARK COLLINS

JANARY 27TH, 2004

ORA DEPOSITION OF DR. MAK COLLINS, produced as a
witness at the instance of the FTC, and duly sworn, was

taken in

the above-styled and numbered cause on

of January, 2004 , from, 9:08 a. m. to 10:40,

the- 27th

before

Tam y Staggs, CSR in and for the State of Texas,

reported by stenographic method, at the Radisson Plaz

Hotel, 815 Main Street, Fort Worth, Texas.

1;"

For The Record , Inc.
Waldorf , Maryland

, (301) 870-8025

EARAN
FOR THE FTC:
Mr. Theodore Zang and
Mr. Jonathan Platt ,

FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION

Northeast Region
One Bowling Green , Suite 318

New York, New York 10004

FOR THE NTSP:
Mr. William Katz
THOMPSON - & KNIGHT , LLP
1700 Pacific , Suite 3300

las , Texas 75201

ALSO PRESENT:
Dr. Karen Van Wagner
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For The Record , Inc.
Waldorf , Maryland

(301) 870-8025

No.

How about - a telephone number?
(817) 924- 3792.

Any others?
Fax

(8 1 7)

921-4766.

All right.

What was the nature of
the
depositions that you were involved in a few years ago?

Medical and contracting.
Let me ask you to focus on the contracting

one.

Was it one or more than one?

One.

Okay.

Could you briefly describe the issue in

that matter?
What specific?

Well - -

all right.

Let me ask you this:

Was

t as part of a lawsuit?

Yes.
And do

:: A.

you

know who the parties-were?

Yes.
Who were they?
MSM.

And anybody else?

Who was on the other

side?

The physicians.

And you were one of

right?

For The

those physicians;

Record, Inc.

Waldorf ,

Maryland

, (301) 870-8025

that

Dh- huh.
And was that a lawsuit in which NTSP was

invol ved?
As far as the physician providers

All right.

Why were you deposed

I was the banner name

, yes.

, do you know?

, the first name on the

documents.
How did it come to be that you were the named
party on the documents?
MR. KATZ:

, I'

Well
m going to caution you
not to disclose any privileged communication that you
may have had wi th

;;f

counsel.

So to the extent that your
knowledge as to why your name is a p
y or you might
have been a lead plaintiff is based upon something

you' ve 1 earned from counsel, then you don'
answer that.

t have to

That would be privileged.
THE WITNESS:

Okay.

m going to have a hard time recalling at

that point.
m not ,

Counsel was involved with a lot of that

going to

, so

be able to give any

specifics. - I'

d b

hesitant to answer any specifics on that or any

generalizations.
(BY MR. ZANG)

Just prior to the lawsui t
, did
a large portion of your business in some way or another

invol ve MSM?
\l;

For The Record , Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870-8025
.r

0 -

Describe what you mean by a large portion.

Well , do you have an understanding of a -what do you understand large portion to mean?
Whether it' s a significant number of my volume

r. .

All right.

why don' t you use --

Are you looking for percentages?

Well

why don t you use that first definition

that you' ve just described, a significant portion of
your volume-

I wouldn' t be able to characteri ze just how

significant it was.

Okay.

. I did do business with . contracts

All right.

through MSM.

And were those contracts risk or

nonrisk?
,I don' t even recall.

What was the nature of the dls

the time?

llte with MSM at'

The basics was honoring a contract that they
had with us as a physician.

In other words, they failed to honor it?
that one of the allegations?

That was my concerns and allegations, yes.

And could you describe in more detail the

"''.1

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf ,

Maryland

, (301) 870- 8025

Was

- i

nature of your concern that you just eluded to?
MR. KATZ:

And let me just say, again

through all this stuff; if you would just please limit
your answer to your knowledge, not based on
you

ve obtain d through couns

":nything

So you can tell him

what your thoughts were separate and a part from what
you may have learned or discussed with counsel.

, can ' go ahead and answer to that

So you

extent.

Can you reask the question again?

(BY MR. ZAG)

Sure.

You had mentioned that

concern with respect to MSM, and I wanted

you had

-- I

asked you to describe in greater detail the nature of

your concern wi th,

respect to your

MSM relationship at

the time.

They had a c

ntract with us - -

with me that

they did not honor, and the general principal would be
they would want me to

' honor my portion of the contract.

I expected them to honor their portion
whi9.h they

of , the

contract,

did not.

Did it include a PPO

contract?'

I don' t recall whether the PPO was involved in

that or not.

All right.
today'

Did you do anything to prepare for

s deposition?

Meeting with counsel i

review of a previous

TIi

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870- 8025

As an individual ,

my recollection is what I

would consider the minimum that I would want to review

it based on a fee for an HMO or PPO.

And that would be with respect to both HMO and'
PPO contracts?

As I said, PPO and HMO.
And with respect to yourself , is that a
minimum you would like to receive at a particular point
in time?

As an individual, not as part of the group, as
an individual that is what I like to try to maintain, a
mj,nimum as.

And why is that important to you,. if

that is

important to you?

That'

s my individual preference for what I

want as the lowest fee schedule I' m
, Is . there

wanting to take.

any -- any reason why you have a

preference for such minimums?

m just trying to

understand why, if there are any reasons, that you
express your preferences in terms of a minimum

That' s how I' m

pa

fee.

I have to have some

income to keep my office open.

Right.

But I suppose an alternative would be

for you to be able to review any contractual offering
that might be made by a payer even if it came in below,

\i.'..

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870- 8025

0;.

your so- called

minimums, right?

I have that opportunity at any time to be

available through a direct contract, whether it' s a

IPA, any particular one" , , or

contract through an

directly to the company.

opportuni ty .

ve always had that

I still have always that opportunity.

Have you ever entered into a direct contract
that fell below your expressed minimums?
I don' t recall.

Would you?
MR. KATZ:

Objection. '

Depends on the whole

MR. ZANG)

Form.

contract.

Do your minimum - - does your

preference for minimum rates change over time?
changed over time?

Let me ask that question.

Has it

Has it

changed over time?
,I don' t recall because I don' t recall what my

minimums were originally.
; Q.

How did you arrive at your minimums?

picking it out of a hat , the number?

Just

Or was there some

methodological way you did it?

I had no specific methodology to

it.

How about a general methodology?

I based it on just how I was looking at it at
the time.

;i:

For The Record , Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870- 8025
. r
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s. Departent of Justice
United States Attorney
Nortern Distrct of Texas
Telephone (214) 6591100 Commerce 81. , 3rd Fl
Dallas, Texas 75242- 1699

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: 214/659- 8707

ww . usdoj . gov/usao/tx

8600
Fax (214) 767-0978

DALLAS , TEXAS
NOVEMBER 12 , 2003

Former Accountig Manager for City of Grand Prairie
Sentenced to 8 Years
United States Attorney Jane J. Boyle anounced today that Frederick Charles Miler, a CPA
and fonner accounting manager for the City of Grand Prairie, Texas , was sentenced today to
eight years imprisonment , following his guilty plea in August to money laundering and tax
evasion charges. The Honorable United States Distrct Judge John McBryde also ordered
Miller to forfeit $1.15 millon and pay $1.45 millon in restitution , which includes $300
000 to
the Interal Revenue Serce for taxes owed. In addition, he was ordered-1o forfeit all of those
items , real and personal propert, which were identified in the indictment and plea agreement.
Miller has been in federal custody since his ' arest in June on charges outlined in an II-count
indictment that was retued by a federal grand jur in Fort Wort earlier that month. He is'
fonner resident of Cedar Hil , Texas.

Frederck Charles Miler was the Chief Financial Offcer of Hars Methodist Select, Chief
Financial Offcer and Vice President of Medical Pathways , and Vice President - Secretar Treasurer of Medical Select Management. Hars Methodist Select and Medical Select
Management were companes and health care benefit programs which provided medical
benefits , items , and serces though medical providers to individuals covered by health care
contracts. Medical Pathways was a management company for Medical Select Management.
Miller admtted that beging in 1998 and continuing though 2001 , he embezzled
approximately $1 150 000 from Hars Methodist Select and Medical Select Management.
He admtted that he used his position as an offcer to faciltate the embezzlement and theft
and devised varous schemes to defraud and embezzle the fuds. On August 15 2000 , Miler
purchased a $338 000 cashier s check at Ban of Amerca with the fuds obtained from
Medica Select Management and Hars Methodist Select. He deposited ths cashier s check in
another ban account opened in the name of a fake company, Clarce Corporation. Miler
conducted ths transaction with known crnally derived fuds stolen from the health care
benefit programs and well knew when he purchased the cashier' s check that the fuds were
embezzled.

htt://ww. usdoj . gov/usao/txressRel03/miller sen-pr.html
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Miller also admitted that he attempted to evade his tax liability for 2000 by submittg to the
Interal Revenue Serce, a false and uaudulent joint income tax retu. He intentionally
omitted $649 169. 52 in income obtained in 2000 which should have been
reorted to the IRS.
Miller stated on the uaudulent tax retu that $265 999 was his and his wife s income upon
which a tax of$78 808 was owed , when in fact, as Miller well knew, their tre income was
$915 167. 52 and a tax owed of $335 074. 24. Miler had stolen those uneported fuds
uom
health care benefit programs and was hiding the thefts on this income tax retu. Those
uneported fuds were laundered and hidden in varous ways by Miler with the intent to evade
detection and taxes owed to the IRS , as well as the victims of the thefts and eIIbezzlement.
Frederck Charles Miler obtaied several propertes with the embezzled and laundered fuds
including $245,490 in cash; 271 gold coins , valued at $113 820 , that were obtaed with stolen
fuds; $14 602. 94 in negotiable instrents; a residence located on Bentle Branch Lane in
Cedar Hil in which the equity was obtained with forfeitable funds; approximately $15 000 in
Thomas Kinkade paintigs purchased with stolen fuds; a Texas Guaranteed Tuition
plan with
a deposit of stolen fuds totaling $44 006; varous other investment accounts established with
stolen fuds; and a 1998 Toyota vehicle purchased with stolen

fuds.

U. S. Attorney Boyle praised the investigative efforts of the Interal Revenue ServceInvestigation (IRS- CI), the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the U. S. Postal
Inspection Service. The case was prosecuted by Assistant United States Attorney Ronald C.
Eddins.

Crial
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UNTED STATES OF AMRICA
BEFORE FEDERA TRE COMMSSION

In the Matter of
NORTH TEXAS SPECIATY PHYSICIAS

DOCKET

NOi9312

a corporation. '

COMPLAIT COUNSEL'S RESPONSE AN OBJECTIONS TO
NORTH TEXAS SPECIATY PHYSICIAS' FIT REQUEST
FOR ADMISSIONS TO COMPLAIT COUNSEL
' Puruant to

9 3.32(b) of the Federa Trade'Commission s Rules of Practice for

Adjudicative Proceedigs (''Rules of Prctice ), 16 C.F.R.

submits ths Response and Objections to Nort

Texas

9 3.32(b)

Complait Counel hereby

for.

Specialty Physicians ' Firt Request

Admssions to Complait Counsel issued on November 20 , 2003. Each admssion is restated
below in itacs ,

followed by Complait Counel's objections and responses. Provision of a

response to any request shall riot constitute a waiver of any applicable objection, privilege

, or

other right, an uness otherwse specifically stated , Complait Counsel denies each of
Respondent' s requests.
Genera Obi ections

Complait Counel objects to the Admssions to the extent that they seek inormation
that may be protected by the work product doctre , attorney-client privilege, law
enforcement privilege ,

deliberative process privilege , investigatory privilege

goverent inormer privilege
information.

and other

simlar bases for witholdig

documents and

Complait Counsel objects to the Admssions to the extent that they seekto impose
obligations broader than those requid or authoried by the Rules of Prctice
applicable order or rule of ths

or any

Cour.

Complait Counsel objects to the Admssions to the extent that they are unduly
burdensome or requie umeasonable effort

on behalf of Complaint CoUnsel ,

or efforts

that are aleady undertaken.

Complait Counsel objects to the Admssions , includig the Defitions and

Intrctions , to the extent that Respondent objects to or does not undertake the same
, burdens in

discovery.

;-:It.: e:'

These Genera Objections are incorporated into , each specific response below as if Set

fort fully therein. In those intances in whic'h Complait

CoUnel

responds by notig ' that it can

: . neither admt nor deny the request , the inormation Complait Counsel curently
inadequate to provide a more substative
inqui with

response,

respect to such request. Finly,

and reseres the

possesses is'

and Complait Counsel is makg reasonable

Complaint

Counel notes that discovery is ongoing

right to supplement these respnses as necessar.

Obiections and Responses to Individua1 Admssions
, Request No

1:

Admit that contracts under

which NTSP's physicians share rik are

ot the

subject of this adjudicative proceeding.

Answer: Complait Counsel objects to ths Request for Admssion insofar as the phrase
physicians share risk " as used in Respondent' s Request, is vague and ambigvous. Complait
Counsel admts that arangements solely for the provision of substantial medical care in

retu

for which NTSP physicians collectively share capitation risk is not the subject of this
adjudicative proceedig, except inofar as NTSP may have engaged in conduct in connection
With risk-sharg by physiciarthat may have afected the provision of fee-:for-servce medicine

by NTSP physicians. Complaint Counsel avers tht

related

arangements for the provision of

fee- for-servce care are or may be a subject of ths adjudicatIve proceeding, as are or

may be fee-

for-serce contracts that have some shared risk component, as in the provision of incentives for
meetig or exceeding specified benchmarks.

Request No. 2: Admit that you claim this adjudicative proceeding is about horizontd7price

fing.
Answ.er: Complait Counsel adts that it clais

ths

horiontal price fixmg, among other thngs. Complait

adjudicative proceedig is about. .
CoUnsel

proceeding also is about the adoption of varous faciltatig

av.ers that

practices ,

or to deal only on specified tenns , concerted deparcipations

ths adjudicative

concerted refusals to deal

from payor agreements ,

and other

anticompetitivec6nduct as maybe embraced by the Commssion s complait.

Request No. 3: Admit that you claim the conduct ofNTSP is per se unlawful.
Answer: COi.1:rt Counel admts

that it clais

that

the conduct ofNTSP is per se unawfl.

Complaint Counsel avers that, in the alterative, the conduct ofNTSP is unawfl under a ,

trcated rule of reason anysif:. Complait Counel fuer

avers however, tht it \Vill offer

such proof as is necessar to establish the unawflness ofNTSP' s conduct under any standard of

liabilty that the Cour may deem applicable.

Request No.

4: Admit that you claim the conduct ofNTSP should not be analyed under a rule of

reason theory of liabilty.
Answer: Complait Counsel admts that it claims that NTSP' s conduct should not be analyzed

under a rule of reason theory of liability. Complait Counel avers that the

onduct of NTSP is

unlawfu under a per se rule or a trcated rule of reason analysis. Complaint Counsel
furter'
avers , however, that it will offer such proof as is necessar to establish the

unawflness of

NTSP' s conduct under any standard of.iabilty that the Cour may deem applicable.

Request No. 5: Admit that competing physicians can properly take concerted actions like those

complained about in this adjudicative proceeding
, or fq.ciltating

those

, the effect, of

offiing

the flXing of prices.

Answer: Complait

actions lie

ifth ose' actions, do not have the effect

Counsel" denies that

competig physician can properly tae

concered

complaied about in ths adjudicative proceedig if those actions do not have

fig

or faciltatig the

fig of prices. Complait Counsel avers that competing

physician engaged in concerted actions lie
proceedig are engaged

those

complaied about in th adjudicative

in conduct that is plaiy unawful , and With respect to which proof of

acal effects on prices chaged need not b

proVided pursuat to the per se rule or a trcated'

rule of reason analysis. Complaint Counel

fuer avers that, irespective of the standad of

liability that the Cour may deem applicable, competig physicians C3n t propeJ:y engage in'
" conc erted

actions lie

those

:f prices (by which we

complained about in ths adjudicative proceedig if the result is to:

mea to interfere in any way with the market-pricing mechansm) or

'

other economic terms; facilitate the fIxing of prices or other economic terms; reduce output or

varety of goods or servces; increase inormation , tranaction, or contracting costs of payors; or
otherise restai competition without adequate and

cognable justifIcation.

Request No. 6: Admit that NTSP is not an essential
faCility.

Answer: Complaint Counsel objects to ths Request for Admssion insofar, as the phrase
essential facilty,

" as used in Respondent' s Request, is vague and ambiguous. Complait

Counsel adts that this suit does not complain of monopolization , attempt to monopolie, or
conspiracy to monopolize, and that NTSP was not under a legal obligation to .act in the maner of
a public utility. ' Complait Counel avers that proof that NTSP is " an

essential facilty"

is not ap

element otthe violation alleged in the Commssion s complait.

Request No. 7: Admit that no conspiratorial meetings occurred between NTSP and its

physicians.

Answer Complait Counel objects

to ths

Requestfor Admssion inofar as the

ase

conspirtorial meetigs " as used in Respondent' s Request, is vague-dambiguous.

Furerore, COIpplait Counel lacks suffcient knowledge to adt
conspirtoriaI m

etigs occured between

or deny that "

NTSP and its physicians. - Complait C unsel avers -

that the conduct ofNTSP itself, insofar as it relates to the pricing of physician servces , is itself
concered action. In addition, Complait Counsel avers that NTSP took varous actions
-- to physicians '

pricing-such as NTSP' s pollig of, and dissemiation of

physicians ' futue price demands , its establishment ofNTSP minum

relatig

information relatig to

contrct prices for

. 0

physicians ' serces , its negotiation with payors ori the basis of those minium contract prices

, refual and theatened refuals to deal with payors or to deal with payors only under specified
terms , and deparicipations and theatened deparcipations

ITom payor

contracts. Complait

Counsel avers that al meetigs ofNTSP , ofNTSP and some or all ofits physicians , and of some
, or all NTSP physicians , that relate to these and simlar matter involve concerted action.

Dated:

, 2003

Respectfuly submitted
; of

.'i'

Michael Bloom
Attorney for Complaint Counsel
Federal Trade Commssion
Norteast Region
One Bowlig Green, Suite 318

New York, NY 10004
(212) 607-2801
(212) 607-2822 (facsimile)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
, Chrstine Rose, hereby certify that on December 1 , 2003 , I caused a copy of Complait
Counsel's Response and Objections to Nort Texas Specialty Physicians ' First Reque t for
Admssions to Complaint Counsel to be served upon the followig persons:
- I

Gregory Hufan Esq.
Thompson & Knght, LLP
1700 Pacific Avenue , SUite 3300

Dallas , TX 75201-4693
Gregory.Hufan(8tkaw. com
Hon. D. Michael Chappell
Admstrtive Law Judge

Federal Trade Commssion
Room H-

. I

I04

600 Pennylvana Avenue NW
Washigton, D. C. 20580

Offce of the Secretar
Federa Trade Commssion
RoomH- 159
600 Penylvana Avenue

Washigton, D. C. 20580

Chrstie Rose

Honors Paralegal
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERA TRDE COMMISSION
IN THE MA ITER OF

Docket No. 9312
NORTH TEXAS SPECIATY PHYSICIANS
A CORPORATION.

COMPLANT COUNSEL' S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO
, RESPONDENT' S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES

Puruant to Judge Chappell' s Order on Respondent' s Motion to Quash and Motion to

Compel Responses to Interrogatories , dated December 4, 2003 , Complaint Counsel hereby
answers the contention interrgatories

propounded in Respondent Nort Texas Specialty

Physician s First Set of Interrogatories.

Interrogatory Number One
Identiy each and every communication between NTSP and any alleged
coconspirator in which the coconspirator agreed that he or she would reject a payor offer,
including the date, time, content, and partcipants of such communication.

In addition to Complaint Counsel's earlier stated objections; Complaint Counel objects
to ths mterrogatory in that, uness narwly constred, the request for Complait Counel to

identify "each and every communcation. . . inc1udig the date,

tie ,

content, and parcipants of

such communcation is unduly burdenome and otherwse uneasonable.

AccorOig1y,

Complait Counsel responds so as to address the substace of the interrogatory.
Respondent asks Complaint Counsel to identify every communcation iil which a

, coconspIftor agreed that he or she would reject a payor offer. Complait CouIsells not aware

of communcations between NTSP and any other peron or entity takg the form of an express

:s:. .

request by NTSP that a physician reject a specific payor offer, to which any physician expressly
replied I agree to reject this offer. " There mayor may not have been such explicit

conrUncations , which are a subject of ongoing discover. However, such an explicit exchange
is not necessar to establish a violation of Section 5. An unawfu agreement may be established
diedtly or indiectly, by words or by actions. The conduct giving rise to an unawfu agreement
may be that ofNTSP itself, because insofar as NTSP conduct relates to the pricing of physician

serces , it is concerted action (that is to say, "NTSP" means "NTSP as a collective entity).
Alternatively, the conduct giving rise to an unlawful agreement may be that ofNTSP acting in
concer with,

or faciltatig agreement among, some or all ofits parcipating

physicians

and/or

others.
In fact, NTSP , actig for, with, and as a combination of, its parcipatig physician

undertook a course of conduct to afect the pricing of physician servces. Implicated in ths
coure of conduct were Inumerable communications of varous tyes , includig, among others,

contracts with physicians; contacts with payors and other IP As; communcations includig

and fax exchanges with parcipatig

physician;

erail

and meetings and acts ofNTSP diectors

agents and employee.
More parcularly, ths

coure of conduct includes , aiong other things , communcations

relatig to:
NTSP' s

profferg and parcipatig

physician '

executig ofNTSP phySician

parcipation agreements inofar as applicable to fee- for-servce medcal servces,
et seq.

NTSP 000032

I'

NTSP 000044

et seq.

NTSP 005141;NTSP 022453

see, e.

i$eq.,

aswell as

Thughout ths response, citations to documents are intended to be ilustrative

and are not inclusive"

... n

NTSP' s actions to maitain exclusivity,

see, e.

NTSP 022458

et seq.

; NTSP 005080; NTSP

022380 et seq.

NTSP' s

parcipatig physician '

solicitig and

fees for the provision offee-for-serce

medical services ,

providing of

mium acceptable

in connection with NTSP' s promise to

use s ch data to detenne and dissemiate to parcipatig physicians NTSPiIinum prices
, for fee-for-servce
therewith.

medical services ,

See. e.

et seq.

NTSP 004948

et seq.

NTSP 014310; NTSP 014913

NTSP' s determ
, servces.

See, e.

and to conduct negotiations with payors in aCcordance

NTSP 014962

of

NTSP

; NTSP 003960; NTSP 005285;

005086etseq.

et seq.

NTSP0022082

mium contrct prices for fee-for.;servce medcal

et seq.

et seq. NTSP 005435; NTSP 003190;

NTSP 004636

NTSP 008449; NTSP 008451;
NTSP' s dissemation to parcipatig
Qther data reflectig parcipating physicians '

medical servces, and ofNTSP'

004636 et seq.

* - NTSP'

See, e.
et seq.

See, e.

prices based thereon.

et seq.
et seq.

; NTS

etseq.

NTSP 005281

022056

NTSP

et seq.

inonng payors ofNTSP mium contrt prices applicable to fee-for-

serce medcal serces.

NTSP 005281

mium contrt

NTSP 014846; NTSP 0022082

and

poll responses applicable to fee- for-'servce

NTSP 005080; NTSP 005009; NTSP 005037

etseq.

NTSP 014727

physician of the mean, median , mode,

NTSP 005080; FrC-NTSP.,AETNA 000079; NTSP 07 801; ,

NTSP' s establishment of a

de facto

unfonn list price as a common

stag point for bargaig with payors though the above and related communcations alone
violates the antitrt

laws;

NTSP' s rejection or theatened rejection of, orfailur to tiely
parcipating physicians ,

convey to

payor proposals not in accord with. established miniUm contrct prices

" I

for fee-for-servce medical services.
000451 et seq.

See, e.

FTC-NTSP- CIGNA 000453; FTC-I'SP- CIGNA

et seq. NTSP 068668;

NTSP 005055

NTSP' s on-going negotiations with payors for fee- for-servce medical servces

includig the makg of offers and counter-offers to payors regadig the fees to be paid for such
See

serces.

FTC-NTSP-CIGNA 00046.1

et seq. FTC-NTSP- CIGNA,(J00463; ' FTC-

NTSP- CIGNA 001626;FTC-NTSP- CIGNA 000503; FTC-NTSP-AETNA 000079; NTSP Ex.
et seq.

12; NTSP 022331; NTSP 00470

NTSP 012599; NTSP 005435; NTSP 014727- 014733;

et seq.

NTSP 003190; NTSP 008449

NTSP' reopeig offee-for-servce medcal servces rate negotiations with
contrcted payors

whose rates had fallen below NTSP

mium

contract prices.

See" e.g. NTSP

014941-43;
NTSP' s advising parcipatig physicians of the status of negotiations with payors '

regarg the fees to be paid for fee-fo;r-servce medical servces and other NTSP actions havig
the purose or effect of reducing individual parcipatig physician interference with collective
, price negotiations.

See, e.

NTSP 005086

et seq.

et seq.

004934; NTSP 014871; NTSP 014860; NTSP 022380

seq. ;NTSP005193;
p14491;

NTSP

et seq.

NTSP 005080;NTSP 014962

NTSP

NTSP 005119; NTSP 015204

022341et seq. NTSP 0148601; NTSP 014533; NTSP 015206; NTSP

NTSP 022351; NTSP 022331; NTSP 005285; NTSP 014310; NTSP 022434- 0224
NTSP' s encourging acceptance and rejection of contrcts for fee-for-servce

, medcal servces, based on adequacy of price.
NTSP' s

actig as a

See e.

NTSP 022385; NTSP 005225;

common sales agent for otherse competig physicians to

prices , though, among other thgs, its soliciting and parcipatig

physicians

powers of attorney applicable to fee- for-servce medical servces.

See, e.

grtig of

FTC-NTSP-CIGNA

000234; NTSP 008010- 11; NTSP 014941-43; NTSP 004934; NTSP 005104-55; NTSP 00526970; NTSP 005278; NTSP 014309; NTSP 005120; NTSP 022423- 022424; NTSP 014727-

014733;

NTSP' s intertions with and communcations about other entities , including other
, IPAs , regardig payor

See, e.

payments and contrts.

NTSP 014962; NTSP termation

notice of July 20, 2001; NTSP 022380- 82; NTSP at 022458; NTSP 022458

et seq. NTSP

, 005193;

NTSP' s solicitation of parcipatig

physicians '

letters to employers theatenng the

non-viabilty ,of payor networks 1iess payors acceded to NTSP' s minium contrct
fee-for-servce

medical

serces.

See, e.

prices for

NTSP 008191-92; NTSP 005077-005079; NTSP

014962;

NTSP' s causing or theatenig to cause the collective deparcipation ofNTSP'

parcipatig physicians from payor contracts, often at moments of crtical import to the payors
such as open enrllment seaon, thereby dratically increasing the need for the payor to
accommodate NTSP' price demands.

See, e.

NTSP 014962; NTSP 003622; NTSP 014941-43;

NTSP 005120; NTSP 022458- 022460; FTC-HTN-(J

(NSPIUC teration notice ofJuty

2001);
General meetigs ofNTSP and,

its

parcipating physician , as well as meetigs. of

sub-unts ofNTSP and of its Dire(:tors , employees, and agents, at which any of the above

discussed. See, e.

ere

NTSP 004311; NTSP 003622; NTSP Board of Directors ' Meetig Minutes

of October 8 , 2001; NTSP 0031901; NTSP 014533; NTSP 015206; NTSP 014491; NTSP

022351; NTSP 014309; NTSP 014310.

Interrogatory Number Two

, Identify each and every act or practice ofNTSP which you contend restrains trade,
hinders competition, or constitutes an unfair method of competition, including the date of
each such act or practice and how that act or practice restrained trade or hindered

competition.
The acts and practices ofNTSP that restrai

trade

, hider competitio or constitute an

unair method of competition, insofar as relevant to the Federa Trade Commssion

s complait

are detailed in the complaint, Complaint Counsel' s openng statement to Judge Chappell

Complait Counel' s responses to Respondent' s fist request for admssions , and in the response
. to the prior inteITOgatory. Those documents are incorporated in ths

response by reference.

NTSP has fixed the price offee-for-servce medical serces , and faciltated, coordiated
and acted as the "hub" of concerted action by its parcipatig physicians. Because the NTSPeffectuated tamperig with price strctues is "among independent competig entrepreneur(, it)

fit(s) squarely in the horiontal
S. 332 (S. Ct. 1982).

in

price- fixing

mold.

457

Arizona v. Maricopa Medical Society,

See a/so U.S. v. Socony- Vacuum Oil 310 U.S. 150 (S. Ct. 1940), quoted

Arizona v. Maricopa, supra.

To begin, some or all ofNTSP' s parcipatig physicians

agree ,

forward to NTSP for

fuer handling any payor. offer received, and10

offer until NTSP has

peranently discontinued

physic

parcipatig physician wil
_. \ with payors

wrtten contract, to

fr fiom puruig that
See, e.

negotiations with the payor.

000032 et seq. NTSP 000044; NTSP 005141; NTSP 022453- 55.

NTSP and its parcipating

b

Thus,

NTSP

by agreement betWee

ian, NTSP and its physician reduce the lieliood that

act as "spoilers " as NTSP seeks advantageous pn.ce agreements

on behalf of its parcipating physicians.

iJt1

NTSP appear to have established

mium contract prices applicable to the practice of

fee- for-servce medicine for severa year prior to having begu its anual polling of
paricipating physicians.

See, e.

NTSP 014962

et seq.

The communcations leadig to and

beyond the establishment of these prices are not yet known to Complait Counsel, but they

liely were the leading edge ofNTSP' s price-fiing activities.
Subsequently, NTSP began, at least anually, to poll its parcipatig physicians as to

their "

mium acceptable rage of compensation/' "to establish Contracted Miums" for the

physicians ' fee- for-servce medical servces.

See; e.

NTSP 004948-49; NTSP 00508 88;

NTSP 003960; NTSP 005285; NTSP 014310; NTSP 014913-014914; NTSP004633; NTSP

004636. It set. the contrted

mium prices at the midpoint of the mium acceptable

ranges identified by its parcipatig physicians. It then communcated to its physicians the

results of the poll and the newly established Board Minums. Its all-physician Board then

instrcted its sta "to use these levels as mially acceptable fee schedules for HM:O and PPO
contrct offers ,

which they did.

See, e.

NTSP 014816; NTSP 005281-005282.

NTSP 004636- 37; NTSP 005080; NTSP 005009;
The

maner in which NTSP conducts its pollng

related activities tends to inate parcipatig physicians

ask" pric

and

s and otherise faciltate

collusive pricing, and the mium prices jointly set then become the basis ofNTSP' s futue

bargaig with payors. '
Often when NTSP begi discussi ns with a payor regardig

a possible

contract f

r the

provision of servces by NTSP' s parcipating physician, NTSP inorms the payor that the

physicians have established price miums for NTSP-payor agreements , identifies those price

miums, and states that NTSP will not enter into or otherwise forward to its parcipatig
physicians any payor offer that does not satisfy those price miums.

See, e.

FTC-NTSP-

CIGNA 000453; FTC-NTSP- CIGNA 000451-2; NTSP 005055- 56; NTSP 005281- 005282;

NTSP 014727- 014733. In other instaces , payors have proposed to NTSP agreements , or
amendments to existing agreements , for the serces of its parcipatig physicians that included

proposed price schedules that did not satisfy the NTSP physician ' price miums.

See, e.

FTC NTSP-AETNA 000079; NTSP 005055- 56; NTSP 068668. NTSP someties has then
advised the payors of the established price minwns and informed them that NTSP wil

await

the payors ' submission of revised proposals that satisfy those mi mums , or otherwse actively

bargaied with payors as to prices to be paid NTSP' s

parcipatig

physicians.

See, e.

NTSP

005080; FTC-NTSP-AETNA 000079; NTSP 070801. And in some instances , NTSP has

reminded parcipatig

physician

to alow NTSP to contiue negotiations with a payor without

the physicians engagig in potentially competing negotiations with the payor.

See, e.

NTSP

005080; NTSP 004934; NTSP 014871; NTSP 014860; NTSP 022380- 82; NTSP 005119. As a

result, payors someties

have

either submitted new offers with higher prices or accepted the ,

higher prices pressed on them by NTSP for and on behalf of its physicians.
Because Counel for Respondent has adamantly refused to provide adequate intial
disclosures or to supplement its paltr

intial disclosures (identifyg a mere twelve persons ,

all

of whom were afated with NTSP itself, Complait Counsel may have yet to lear of
nwnerous communcations, of the tye referred to above. Complait Counel presently can state

that such communcations involved, at a miniwn;NTSP contacts with in alphabetical order
A,etna, Inc.

, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Dallas , Texas, CIGNA Healthcare of Texas, Inc. , and

United Healthcare of Texas , and spaned the

e period from approxiately

1998

to 2002 (we

have just received respondents documents for 2003).

4"'
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In addition, NTSP communcated with parcipatig physicians to create and raise

barers to make payor efforts to contract arund NTSP and its fied

prices

costly and

impracticable; These communcations related to , among other thgs , causing or theateng to
cause the sudden collective deparcipation ofNTSP' s
payor contrcts ,

parcipatig physicians

ITom

certn

often at moments of critical import to the payors, such as open enrollment

season, thereby dramatically increasing the need for the payor to accommodate NTSP' price
demands.

See, e.

NTSP 014962; NTSP 003622; FTC-HTPN-D (NS

IUC terrnation

notice of July 23 2001); NTSP 014941-43; NTSP 008010- 11; NTSP 005120; NTSP 022458-

022460. Simlarly, NTSP has urged its parcipatig
wrte employers and others ,

physicians ,

as "par

of our negotiations "

to

impressing upon them that uness the named payor acceded to

NTSP' s price demands a severe network inadequacy problem will exist in Fort Wort.

See

NTSP 008191- 92; NTSP 005077- 005079; NTSP 014962.

These and simlar communcations reflect collective actions by NTSP, actig for, with
and as a combination of, its parcipatig

physician ,

to bolster their pricing power to fix the

prices they want. fu effect, NTSP and its parcipatig

physician

sought to persuade buyers of

medcal servces: that NTSP, represents a large and signficant panel of Fort Wort-ara
, specialsts and priar care practitioners; that if buyer of medical serces

want

to obtai or

maita a signficant network ofNTSP parcipatig physicians they must pay, or continu~ to
pay, at or above the

mium contrct prices fixed by NTSP, for and with its parcipatig

physicians; and that if buyers seek to negotiate around NTSP and its fied

prices,

NTSP and its

parcipatig physicians can aId will impose signficant costs on the buyers and those persons
\ the buyers seek to sere.

-o

As a result of the priceparcipatig physicians ,

fig and coercive pressures exerted by NTSP and its

some payors increased their offerg prices to NTSP parcipatig

physician above what they otherwse would have paid. Some payors

abandoned efforts to

reduce their prices to' NTSP parcipatig physicians. Some payors bore higher costs and/or
offered less competitive or inclusive physician panels. NTSP' s acts in restrt of

trde were not

offset by cognzable coUntervailig effciencies. Therefore, increased costs imposed by NTSP
, can be expected ultiately to, filter down to employers and patients.

Respectfully Submitted

M/f

Michael J. Bloom
Susan E. Ratt

Complaint Counsel

Federal Trae Commssion
Norteast Regional Offce
One Bowling Green, Suite 318
New York, NY 10004
Dated:: December 11 , 2003
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Let me ask you this question , though,
Dr. Johnson , when you fill out

I assume you'

ve filled

is that right?

out these annual polls

Yes.
And when was the most recent time?
I doh' t recall.

All right.

It'

s beeh some time.

When you fill out an annual poll

in your own mind, for how long is the range that you

filling out

that you would like to see for HMO and

PPO contracts, how long is that valid for, in your own

mind?
Till the next one goes out.

I think that they

try to send them out annually, but it' s been a long time

since I'

ve gotten one.

It could have been more than a

year.
Let me focus my next set of questions on PPO
, 17

' . or nonrisk contracts.

18 '

Has there ever been a situation

when you entered into a contract that fell below the
range that you said you wanted to see on the annual

poll?
Yes.
When was that?
The - - are you talking through NTSP or another

contract?
That'

s a fair question.

Let'

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870- 8025

s start first

. ""::5

wi th NTSP , through NTSP.

Yes.

The Aetna contract, I signed an

individual physician offering outside of NTSP.

And you ' signed it at a rate that fell below
your expressed preference on the annual poll?

Yes.
Can you testify as to the approximate
difference in rates?

No.
Now, why did you sign that Aetna contract?
I signed it in order to be able to continue to
see Aetna patients, and it was important for my

business.
Can you elaborate just a little bit on why it

was important?,

I had several , patients

17 . patients,
,The Aetna

who were Aetna

and it was important for cont-inuity of care.
f my

business made up a significant portion

practice, so it was important for me to continue to have
that income in spite of the fact that I had lost
,significant amounts of money when MSM administered the

Aetna contract.
It was also important as far as my relation
with many of the referring physicians because they were
continuing or had contracts with

Aetnai

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf, Maryland

(301) 870- 8025
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and in order for
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me to continue to see their patients, I needed to be an

Aetna provider.
Let'

same questions with respect
you

ever signed - -

the

you

s go back now, and I'd like to ask

to' non- NTSP

contracts.

Have

although, let me stop there and I

just want to get clarity --

Yeah, define those

terms.

And, well, actually that Aetna, contract was a

8'

non- NTSP contract, right?

Correct.
Okay.

Any others that you

ve entered into

that fell below your expressed minimums, if you

understand - - by minimums, I'

you

put

Do you understartd that?

down on the poll.

Yes.

m referring to what

There are, but I can t bring those to

mind.
And how about any NTSP contracts that you had

entered, into?
Would

you

Sure;
contracts that

define what you mean by that?

The same question , were there any
you

entered into as a participating

provider with NTSP that fell below your expressed

minimums?
I don t know.

How does NTSP use the poll results, do you

For The Record, '

Inc.

Waldorf , Maryland
(301) 870-8025
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were below the mean, median, or mode results of the most
recent annual poll that NTSP conducted?
I don

't

know that.

Q. ' Now, I take

do -- that you have

you

it, that

is that
from time to time seen the NTSP poll resul ts,

right, even though you mayor may not remember them as
you sit here today?

Correct.
you,

Let me ask

see those results,

when

does that affect in any way your perceptio

of what you

would like to obtain in contractual offerings?

Very little.
Can you describe that?

Going back to what I mentioned before, when I
consider whether or not to accept a

contract, , I

look at

how much business I currently do with that payer.

17 '

look at what the payer s penetration into the market

how many -- how many ' customers

is,

whether they do business

with any large companies in Fort Worth.

I also look at

what my -- how many patients I currently have with that

payer, and I also try to find out whether any of my
referring primary care physicians do a large volume wi
that payer as well.

Okay.

, that the NTSP

A couple of follow-ups.

You testified

poll results have very little affect on

For The Record, Inc.
Waldorf, , Maryland
(301) 870- 8025
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